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I would rather no one put this essay down thinking it not addressed to himself,
or herself, but to "philosophers." What I will attempt to show here is that philosophy, in its true sense is the natural state of the human being; even more, the turning away from philosophy is actually an escape man makes from his very existence.
But I first must point out that what I consider to be the genuine philosophic
state is not the same as is commonly believed. Indeed, I find the common notion of
philosophy carries with it a tragic misconception as to the very direction it should
take. Yet this misconception is nothing shameful. It inevitably arises in our outset and only "works its way out" through continued philosophical activity. To show
this we will have to follow out this activity from its very beginning to the pdint
where the true nature of philosophy arises, by itself, into our view.
Thus I begin not from this or that "philosophical viewpoint," but with the way
in which I find philosophy begins within myself -- that is, with the desire to know.
By this I mean nothing vague, but an actual feeling I experience, one which simply
comes over me. It is such a feeling which causes me to ask questions like "Why am I
here?" or "What should I do with my life?" Further, it pushes me to look for answers
to these questions. Thus, it is a feeling which "bothers" me and which drives me
toward activity.
But the philosophic desire to know is not t o know relatively in this or that
way, but in a universal way--that I have a sense that such a point of view actually
exists. Thus, inherent in the philosophical desire to know, in philosophy itself, is
the idea of its object: truth.
From this we consider philosophy simply as the striving for truth, and insofar
as one does this he or she is a philosopher.
But how is this striving to take place? How is this goal to be accomplished, a
goa l which I seem to know of , so far, only by my desire for it? From the outset I
face the question, "What is truth, and what is my relation to it?"
The only thing I can do in this posit ion is move blindly.
I can only guess
"take a stab" at what truth is. We .see this happen historically in the birth of sep~
arate "philosophies." Each one makes its own guess at the universal with the general
statement "Everything is
"; e.g., "Everything is matter," or "Everything is
motion."
Were such first attempts seen for their limitations to explain all things, then
philosophic striving might find a direction through them toward the universal. But
the more common tendency is to cling to these guesses as if they were the truth. In
doing so, one must force everything into his system, and what does not fit, that is,
what one finds to contradict his opinions, must be disregarded as being "unphilosophic."
To explain this tendency of "clinging" we must first distinguish between the
desire to know on the one hand and the desire to have knowledge on the other. By the
first is meant the spontaneous feeling I have which drives me, in a way blindly,
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toward knowledge.
It is this feeling which produces philosophical striving.
The
second desire, though it sounds ~lmost identical, is completely different, perhaps
ev~n opposite to the first.
It is not a desire which simply comes over me but one
which grows out of self-reflection. I wish to see myself as having knowledge, or as
~eing knowledgeable, i:ot to be "lacking" in knowledge.
This _desire does not produce
in me a. spirit of striving. Instead, it wants this striving to be done with. It is
the desire for a state of rest.
This kind of self-judging holds within it an unwarranted shame of, and contempt
for, not-knowing. From a quasi-perfectionistic viewpoint I "look down" upon the lack
of knowledge as ugly. And perhaps, in the sense that this lacking is simply hard to
look at, there is some validity to this view.
But, as we shall soon see, it is just this not-knowing which must be outrightly
acknowledged and faced in a uncompromising way, if philosophical striving is to continue its course.
But what I have ref erred to here as the "tendency to cling" deserves much more
elucidation. Indeed, the harm which this "tendency" causes to philosophy at every
level cannot be understated.
The negative reflection I take upon my state of
not-knowing (a state in which I clearly must begin), the desire to see myself as ·a
"knowledgeable person," the impatience this produces in me toward achieving my goal,
and the attempt to comfort this impatience by resting upon a pseudo-truth, all of
this is not merely a wrong turn I make in philosophical striving, but an active and
force~ul
turn directly against it.
These tendencies are not unphilosophical·
striving, but an active and forceful turn directly against it. These tendencies are
not unphilosophic, but anti-philosophic. What we have discovered here is the supreme
enemy of philosophy, an enemy hidden within philosophy itself. It constantly frus trates genuine striving for knowledge. Here it cuts off this striving by stating
"Those questions are 'unphilosophic. '" There it blocks the striving by stating "you
~re not philosophizing in the 'right way.'"
It does this to keep up a fantasy that
it has already somehow accomplished the philosophic task; that it has already found
the truth.
This hypocrisy, when seen from the point of view of common sense, often results
in a complete abandonment of philosophy. The desire to know comes to be seen as a
"silly dream," and the task of striving for truth as a waste of time. Philosophy
becomes something done in "Ivory towers," completely separated from the "real world."
But, insofar as those who take this view find the desire to know within themselves,
this becomes a contempt for their very own thinking.
These problems and their cause are not unique to philosophy, but are found
rooted in the nature of striving itself. All striving is accompanied by a fear of
failure, a fear which fights directly against it. With any task I set myself on, I
take the risk that I might fail in its accomplishment. My striving might result in
nothing. If my striving is to be wholehearted, this possibility must be faced.
My desire to know does not bring with it the guarantee that I will be able to
achieve knowledge, or that this knowledge even exists. Further it is becoming more
and more clear that a wholehearted striving for · truth would constitute an immense
struggle; perhaps the greatest one an individual can undertake. As great as this
struggle turns out to be, just as great is the risk that the effort will have been
spent in vain.
Failure is a painful possibility which striving must come up against.
Thus
philosophical desire inevitably leads to what we may call philosophical despair.
There are three ways with which I can deal with this despair.
The first is to pretend as if I have already achieved my goal, or, what is essentially the same, pretend as if it is certain that I will achieve it.
This is
done, in a way already shown, by clinging to a pseudo-truth, or to a pseudo- guarantee
that I will reach the truth. This is the way of Naive Philosophy.
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The second is to simply tell myself that the goal is an impossible one to reach.
I do this by clinging to the idea that truth does not exist, or at least if it does
that it is entirely separate from and beyond me. This is the way of Skepticism.
'
Both of these ways cope with philosophical striving, and the pain inherent in
it, by killing it, or more precisely, beating it down, since the desire to know does
no: cease. "comi~g upon" me •. In the first case I do this by turning my back upon anything which might contradict my precious pseudo-truth.
In the second I must
continuously repeat to myself "it is hopeless." Both are means of escaping the
possibility of failure, the first by telling myself "I can't fail," the second by not
even attempting · to succeed.
The final way I have to deal with Philosophical Despair is simply to face it.
This is to face my present state of not knowing and the possibility that, in spite of
whatever striving, I will always remain in this state.
Let me point out that when I use the word 'despair' I am not being metaphorical
at all. This is very important. It is living pain we face here; indeed, it is intense suffering. If we are not simply to make an "empty gesture," thereby sneaking
our way back into Philosophical Naivete, we must make this clear to ourselves.
It would be wrong to put down the tendency to cling as being simply a "bad habit." There are strong reasons why we cling to certain beliefs, "philosophies," systems, ideas, etc., and these reasons must be looked at. This clinging not only provides me with the false notion that I have attained the truth, but also with the notion that I have found a place for myself within this truth; that is, it provides me
with a sense of meaningfulness.
Thus, in facing Philosophic Despair, in facing my not-knowing, this meaningfulness, along with everything else, is thrown into question . I will not be able to
avoid asking myself: "Does my life, my entire existence, have any meaning?" And to
ask this honestly is to face the possible answer: "No, my existence is utterly meaningless." What could be more difficult than this?
This is a good place to make clear a subtle yet very important distinction
between the way of Philosophic Despair and Skepticism. Both entail a giving up of
the pseudo-truth, and pseudo-meaningfulness, to which I cling, and in this sense
Skepticism may be seen as a step toward Philosophic Despair. But Skepticism stops
short and clings to the "giving up." It is only through Philosophical Despair that I
go on to actually ask this question about my meaning or meaninglessness, and to
search out the answer.
Both Philosophical Naivete and Skepticism avoid this
extremely difficult task: the first by ignoring the question, the second by ignoring
the answer.
It is clear that the sense of meaningfulness which my clinging gives me is somet hing very comfo r table. It provides for me both a sense of place and a sense of di rection. If I give up this clinging, I come to experience an agonizing sense of being totally lost. I become engulfed in the question, "Who am I?" or more precisely,
"What am I?" With this question comes an almost irresistible urge to grab for an
answer, any answer at all, anything to give me a sense of belonging, anything to escape this painful suspension in not-knowing.
If I resist this temptation, if I do not turn back here, if I willfully plunge
deeper into despair, I find myself utterly alone. More than this, having given up
all of my pseudo-guarantees about the way things are, the future takes on for me the
character of the completely unexpected.
I can have no sense of what will happen
next, of where I will "end up." I feel entirely dirfctionless. It seems as if I am
dropping into a black abyss of "What am I to think?"

There is a break in my argument which cannot be avoided here.
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What I will at-

,
tempt to show in the second half of this essay is what I believe we discover through
philosophical despair.
In doing so, I will primarily use the ideas put for th by
Edmund Husserl, because it seems to me that his is the same "attitude" or "path" we
will come upon. The sense I do not wish to give is that we now get "the answer,"
that this is what our despair has guaranteed for us. This, of course, completely
destroys the nature and value of the despair itself, since despair must be the giving
up of all guarantees.
Our "discoveries," insofar as we anticipate them, are not
really discoveries at all.
A criticism might be made that I am, in what follows, resting upon Husserl, that
is, clinging to "Husserl's Philosophy." This deserves serious attention. Thoughts
which are the product of the most genuine striving for truth can, and very often do ,
"flip flop" on us and become objects to which we cling. The fact is, insofar .a s we
cannot face Philosophical Despair , this clinging will be something we simply cannot
help doing.
On the other hand, insofar as we have faced this despair we do not have to worr y
that the thoughts which are presented to us will manipulate our beliefs. It is the
desperate need for ~ truth which is manipulated in this way, and it is just this nee~
which Philosophical Despair painfully gives up. All of this will be mad,e clearer as
we go on.

II

Once I have felt this despair, or once I have gone through this despair, or
better, once this despair has run fully through me, I awaken to find, for the first
time, that this terrifying abyss, which I have kept myself from falling into by
clinging to anything I could, is an illusion. I do not fall into black nothingness.
My consciousness does not die.
Instead, things come to me . I "see this piece of paper," I "feel this chair," I
"hear this noise." These things cannot be part of any "system of the way things
are," not even part of the "scientific obj ec ti ve world," because all such "sys t ems"
and "worlds" I have given up . They are simply things I find pr esent t o me . Indeed ,
when I "look up" I find presented to me an entire field of sense, an i n finite field
filled with things .
More than this, this field of sense is not new to me . All of it is presented
with a sense of familiarity. This "Here and Now" is no t given to me blankly . Along
with it I f i nd an inf i nite field of memories which relate my present state to an entire past. I can recall other "places I have be en", "people I know", "things I have
done", etc. And, on the other side, I am given a sense that all of these things present to me will not simply disappear ; that is , they will continue on into a fu t ure .
Indeed, what is present to me is an entire world in which I live, th e Life- Wo r ld
as Husserl calls it. It is the world "in which I live and br eathe" , "in which I deal
with other people", "in which I find likes and dislikes" , "in which I cope" , "in
which I catch myself daydreaming", "in whi ch I brush my teeth ", etc .
It is so
present to me that I don't even have to think about it , so pr e s ent t hat i t has always
been there for me . As Husse r l states :
Is not the life wo r ld as s uch what we know be st, wha t
is always taken for granted in all human life , always familiar to
us in it typology through expe r ienc e ? (The Crisis, p . 123)
To push the point: the Life-World is not present to me as entirely new.
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What is

new, what is now radically different, is my relation to it, for now it is simply present to me. I am no longer compelled to say what this Life-World before me "actually
means." I do not have to define it as "an objective world of things in themselves,"
or "a world of matter," or even as "a world of pure illusion." I make no claims at
all as to its existence. It is simply "there" for me, "there" as phenomenon.
I find myself in a state of "non- position taking" toward my experience
Husserl's Epoche. I have stepped out of the "current of ever new experiences, judgments, evaluations, decisions" which are always "directed toward objects in the surrounding world." I have become a "disinterested observer" or the Life-World.
I am
no longer "naively absorbed" in it. This does not mean that I no longer experience
the world. It means that this experiencing self has now come under my view.
This is not a "view", an "interpretation" bestowed upon the
world. Every view about ... every opinion about 'the' world, has
its ground in the pregiven world. It is from this very ground
that I have freed myself through the epoch; I stand above the
world, which has now become for me, in quite a peculiar sense, a
phenomenon. (The Crisis p. 152)
But this "peculiar sense" must be elucidated, for, from a naive point of view,
this state of the epoche can be severely misunderstood. Natural misconceptions arise
in the face of this separation between myself and the Life-World. I am struck with
the fearful notion that I am now to become cold, distant, and impersonal to this
world. But, insofar as one really does attain this state, this rejection is not necessary at all; in fact, in the end, the exact opposite turns out to be the case.
If we reflect back we find it was actually in my previous state of clinging that
I was rejecting the world. The beliefs about this world to which we cling determine
everything we see; that is, if we are going to be able to keep these beliefs as the
"truth" we will have to close our eyes to any experience which might contradict them.
In this way I really imprison myself within an ordered structure through which all of
my experience must fit. In the act of clinging I place blinders upon myself. I must
actively ignore at least part of the Life-World.
But it is just this clinging which I give up when I enter the epoche; or,more
precisely, i t is only by giving up this clinging that I can even arrive at this
state. I am not here rejecting the Life-World but fully accepting it for the first
time. I remove the blinders which have been hiding this world from me, and hiding me
from it. This there is no longer anything to restrict me in my experience. I let
the Life-World come to me as it will.
And much more c ome s t o me than s imply perc eptions .
I also d i scover dreams,
wishes, fantasies, emotions, etc., in their own modes of presentation. Thus I find
in my experience "this pain", "this attraction", "this pleasure in the company of a
friend" . Further, even thoughts and judgments can~ to me. But they are now present only as relative and subjective since I no longer cling to them as the truth.
We can now explain the initial misconceptions and fears concerning the epoche.
The misunderstanding rested on a naive sense that this is a state into which I force
myself, an attitude I try to attain so that I may see things in the "right way."
But, clearly, this forcing would destroy the epoch itself, since it would then become
simply another ground to which I cling. This state is not one in which I see things
in this or that way, but one in which I simply find myself "seeing"
that is,
experiencing.
But we have yet to make clear what an extraordinary position this is in which
one finds himself. He sees now, for the first time, what awesome control his pseudo - truths have had over him. In his stubborn clinging, he had actually been placing
a philosophical authority over himself; an authority which checked and directed his
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every thought. When one no longer depends upon it to cling to, this authority simply
disappears. He no longer has .!£ think in this or that way. In fact, he no longer
has to think at all. He has reached a state of philosophical autonomy.
But along with this new found freedom of thought comes a responsibility in
thought. He realizes he can no longer rest upon "knowledge" which is given to him.
Any knowledge he is to claim he will have to have discovered for himself. Thus his
attention turns from supporting 2beliefs to seeing what is really there before him,
what he really knows: phenomena.
With this now uninhibited attitude we can begin paying attention to the world
present to me.
Let us, then, patiently observe this field of sense I find myself within. Among
this multitude of things, one, say "this chair", "catches my eye" and my attention
turns towards it.
Already we may notice that "this chair" is present to me as a thing, even if it
is in the most general way. It is something which I am conscious of.
But "this chair" is not present to me simply as I perceive i t in the strictest
sense -- that is, as only blank data given to me. Though my experience is always in
the present, the living now, I am somehow aware of more. First of all, "this chair"
which is present to me now is present as the same thing which was present to me in a
now just past. Further, if I "move my head," I find my perceptions change, but I do
not thus perceive different things. They are still present as perceptions of "this
chair."
But say I "close my eyes." Now "this chair" is no longer present to me. Yet
~ti~l in s~me sense I retain it as "that which was just now present but now no longer
is.
And if I reopen my eyes, what I find present is not a new "this chair" but "the
same thing which had been present to me before." Or even suppose that when I "reopen
by eyes" I do not find it to . be present again. Still it remains for me "that which
was 'there' but not no longer is 'there; '" that is, I am aware of it as the thing
which has "disappeared."
I find this to be the same with anything I "turn toward . " Throughout the ever
changing flow of my consciousness, the thing upon which my attention has focused remains for me this one thing.
I find that whatever I experience is present to me as what Husserl calls an
intentional object: "A unity which 'appears' continually in the change of the modes
of its giveness."
(p. 80). This I simply did not notice before I had reached my
state of the epoche, since then I was so concerned over what the thing was that I
could not observe how it was a thing for me at all.
As we shall discover more and more, this intentionality, this fact of experience , is the key to explaining what was before simply unexplainable. We find that
all of experience has what we may call, after Husserl, a Horizonal Structure. I experience nothing as being completely contained within what is strictly present to me.
I always have with it an awareness of there "being more," a "beyond" which is not
present. With everything actually given, horizons are awakened; thus, if I see the
front of a motionless thing-like object, I am conscious, within the horizon, of the
back of the object, which I do not see. (Experience and Judgment, p. 82)
It is only because of this that my interest toward an object can grow, for if it
were given to me "completely" and "all at once" then what would there be for me to
"look for?" Now I can turn toward the object with a sense of discovery, making it my
"theme."
In this firm orientation on the object, in the continuity of
the experience of the object, there is an intention which goes
beyond the given and tends toward a progressive plus ultra. It
is not only a progressive have-consciousness-of but a striving
toward a new consciousness in the form of an interest i~ the en-
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richment of the 'self' of the object which is forthcoming eo ipso
with the prolongation of the apprehension. Thus the tendency of
the turning-toward continues as a tendency toward complete fulfillment.
(Experience and Judgment, p. 82)
With this sense of "striving" toward an object" we clarify the nature of striving itself. All striving is toward something to be attained and thus beyond what I
"have;" that is, what is present to me. Thus, for there to be striving there must be
intentionality.
Given this sense, I strive toward my original object.
I "walk around to the
other side" of it, so that this now becomes present to me. I "touch" it. I "look
underneath" it. In doing so, more of the object becomes present to me than when I
first tur ned toward it. I am "fulfilling intentionalities." Thus my initial hori zons are expanded out to ever new horizons. But, even though the horizons are new,
even though the object is continually changing for me, they still remain the horizons
of this object; that is, this one thing remains as that which is changing.
But so far we have only focused upon what I find "in" the object present to me,
its "internal horizons." But I discover beyond the fact that it is always present to
me as itself, that it is never present to me !?.z_ itself. If I now "look away" from my
first object, though retaining it intentionally, to what is "next . to" it, I am given
its relation to something else. "This chair" is smaller than "this table." Thus I
am pointed toward the relational determinations of the object
its "external
horizons."
As we have already noticed in passing, the things which are present to me I find
not only in relation to my field of sense but also in relation to what I take as an
entire life. Nothing is ever present as entirely new to me.
The object is present from the very first with a character
of familiarity; it is already apprehended as an object of a type
more or less vaguely determined and already, in some way, known.
(Experience and Judgment p. 113)
With this relation of type or likeness we begin to see that I do not have only
particular objects present to me. We discover a new realm of experience. A realm of
unity which we will find to be separate· from that of particulars, but also, in a remarkable way, tied to it.
This new realm can be shown in our use of words. Suppose that within my field
of sense I turn toward an object A and, "pointing it out," name it as "this book."
La t e r , ano t he r objec t , in its internal dete r mina t ions, to t he fi r s t , which I have
"retained in grasp," and discover object A to be like object B. I thus name this
second object "that book."
-But from here I may place objects A and B in the background and take up as my
theme the likeness itself which has "arisen out of" the unity of my experience of the
particulars. Thus I no longer refer to "this or that book," but to the "concept of
book," or "book in general."
When I use the work "book" in this new way I am no longer "pointing to" an
object present to me, or even to a plurality of objects which I have grouped
together. What I mean by the word; that is, what I intend by it, is that which all
of the particular objects have in common -- that which unifies them. And this refers
not simply to the particular objects I have found in my experience, but any possible
particular I could have an experience of, any one of an infinitude of
particularizations I can imagine.
We should make it clear that in my use of words here I am not, as might be suspected, "doing something to" my experience. I d0 not "make up" the concept. It is
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simply a unity between objects I have discovered within my experience, indeed it is
this unity which explains why I use the same word in the first place. From this
point of view, concepts are no longer mysterious things which simply "pop into my
head." They are instead things present to me, as perceived objects are, but in a
different manner. Concepts are unities I experience.
Let us elucidate this new manner of presentation.
First we find that "this concept" is present to me as an intentional object.
What are strictly given to me here are particulars, but, though they are separate
from each other, they are each present as a particular of this unity.
Thus concepts have a horizonal structure. What is intended by the concept is an
infinitude of various particulars falling under this unity. But, obviously, I do not
have this infinitude present for me. Therefore, I am not given the concept "completely" and "all at once , " but am aware of a "beyond;" indeed , an "infini t e beyond . "
This is an awareness of all of the possible particulars which I do not "see."
As soon as an open horizon of like objects is present to
consciousness as a horizon of presumptively to consciousness as a
horizon of presumptively actual and real possible objects, and as
soon as it becomes intuitive as an open infinity, it gives itself
as an infinitude of particularizations of the SAME universal.
(Experience and Judgment p. 328)
Thus I may direct myself toward the concept with the sense of discovery. From
having first turned toward the concept in "uttering" it, since using the same word
toward separate objects "pointed to" their unity, I now "strive toward a new consciousness" of it, "as a tendency toward complete fulfillment."
But clearly I don't strive toward the concept in the same way as I do toward an
object of perception. I can't "walk around to its other side," or "touch it." Instead, I approach it in thought. This takes place as I "try to say" what the concept
" is. " In doing this I "run through" or "go over" variations wit hin t he concept to
discover, in my single line of thought, what remains constant. This is a paying attention to the unity of the particulars.
The essence proves to be that without which an object of a
particular kind cannot be thought, i.e., without which the object
cannot be intuitively imagined as such . (p. 341)
In this way, by "exercising the concept" or "playing with the idea," I become
more f amiliar with it. Metaphor i cally speaki ng, I am " seeing its different sides, "
and thus it becomes more "sensible" to me.
But since the concept intends an infinitude of possible variations, my "making
sense" of it must be an infinite process. There are, as it were, an infinite number
of "sides" to "see." Here we find the unique nature of my relation to the universal.
Toward it my striving is never completely satisfied. My goal, as such, is never
quite attained. I never come to possess the truth.
Instead, what my striving does give me is an ever growing universal sense. A
sense which tends toward its complete fulfillment, i.e. truth, as an "infinite ideal
goal." If I am to continue my philosophic striving I must content myself with this,
and the "all or nothing" attitude upon which Naivete and Skepticism are based must be.
given up.
·
But more must be said about this universal sense and the way in which it grows.
So far it might seem as if it is strictly through thinking that this growth takes
place, that in striving toward truth I now cut myself off from the Life-World and
find myself in a "pure" realm of thought. This is simply not the case.
In fact,
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this separation is really naivete slipping back upon us.
To show this we must turn back to the fact that it is from the unity of my experience of the Life-World that concepts arise for me in the first place. But does
this mean I should then turn all of my attention here to "find" the universal? No,
for we find, on the other hand, that this Life- World is familiar to me only by virtue
of the fact that it conforms to concepts I have.
What we discover here is a peculiar relationship between the realm of thought
and the Life- World (Which we may also ref er to as the realm of action since it is in
this way that I fully immerse myself in the particularity of this world . ) . The universal is not to be "found" in either . Instead it grows out from a motion between
the two; a "shift of attention" between unity and particularit y.
If I attend only to unity and turn my back upon particulars, my concepts sit
stagnant. They are unities, but empty ones. My universal sense always remains in a
state of naive simplicity.
If, on the other hand, I attend only to particulars and turn my back upon uni t y ,
then, in simply ignoring the fact that it is present to me , the concept sits "untouched . " I might experience a great deal, but I experience it all as disunified and
senseless . My universal sense remains always in a state of skeptical chaos.
Thus it is only through experience of both unity and particularity that my uni versal sense can grow. This growth takes place through a continuous flux back and
forth between the realm of thought and the realm of action. In this flux, my concepts are constantly being expanded from their previously naive states by the admission of ever new variations, and, on the other hand, the particulars I make preserit
to myself become ever more familiar to me under "richer" concepts .
But all of this should be made clearer. Let us take, for example, then, the
concept of friendship.
I might spend enormous thought over this concept, contemplating the nature of
the "perfect friend." Yet, if I remain strictly in the realm of thought, if I neve r
actively engage in a friendship with all of its complex moments, the variations which
fall und er t he concept , which give the concept its infinite determination , never be I am
come present to me. I do find a unity, but its true nature remains hidden.
left, pe rhaps, with the naive notion that friendship is "always being nice to some one . "
On the other hand , I might eagerly seek out companionship with others, and in
doing so come upon genuine moments of friendship. But, if I remain strictly within
the realm of action, if I never think about what I mean when I call someone my
"friend , " then the moments are left scattered and senseless. My "friendship" is ac cidental. I am a "friend of whim," a "friend" when it suits me. But how is such an
indi f ferent relationship really friendship?
It is possib l e, though, for me to both engage in a friendship and think about
it. When I do this, I find my friendship takes on qualities I hadn't expected, such
as perhaps keeping my friend fro~ being too dependent upon me. This leads me to
question what friendship really is. As this sense increases, I am able to recognize
more and more the limits of my friendship; moments, say, when I subtly manipulate my
friend for my own gain.
This pushes me to correct such habits.
Thus, both in
thought and in action, I come closer and closer to true friendship. The concept becomes more and more "alive." My sense of what it really means for me to concern myself with the existence of another person grows.

Let us retrace our steps .
Philosophy b egins in the r e alm of thought and at first believes , naively, tha t
it should r emain there . This is due to the misconception that its task is to possess
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the truth in right concepts or correct thoughts. This task is eventually proved impossible by experience, and philosophical despair is encountered. If philosophy in
its true sense is to continue, this despair must be faced . When this is done philos ophy is raised to a new level, one of autonomy and wholehearted striving. Freed of
his need to cling, one sees himself as he is in the Life- World, the world of common
sense which naive philosophy originally turned its back upon. But he discovers that
his experience takes place both within a realm of action and a realm of thought. The
philosophic . task is no longer to possess the universal but, in a continuous flux between these two realms, to grow toward the universal; this is the never completed
growth of universal sense.
From the point of view of the epoche, I do not see myself as frozen within a
world, but as an active part of the world.
I find in thi.s world not simply perceptions given to me, but also my relations with others , my emotions , my effects upon
the world. Do these things not deserve my attention? Should they not also be sub ject to my thought? Should I spend no effort to try to make sense of them?
What we have uncovered here is the misleading character of the question "Is the
human being primarily an active being or a thinking being?" The fact is he is both !
Action and thinking are interwoven throughout human life . Action gives him experience which can become the "material" for thought; and thought, in turn, gives him a
greater sense for what actions he should take. In this interaction his concepts come
ever closer to the particulars wh~ch fall under them. His universal sense grows . We
can see now that the unnecessary choice he makes between these two realms of existence is really a choice between two means he may use to escape this struggle. In
taking refuge in one or the other he can avoid facing his imperfection, his limitations, his not-knowing.
But sadly, in taking such refuge, he never becomes aware of what tremendous sacrifice he makes. In clinging to one realm and turning his back on the other, he cuts
himself off from his own existence. He performs an act of pure self-sacrifice.
It is only by giving up the need he feels to be grounded here or there that man
is able to accept his being in its entirety. This sheds light on all of the parallels we drew between the practical and the philosophical spheres. The moral epoche
and the philosophic epoche are one and the same state.
It is a state of
"free-floating" attention between the two realms of his existence.
But this freedom does not, as we constantly fear, lead to his becoming totally
lost. All of his thoughts do not fall apart into nonsense. All of his actions do
not become amoral. It is the opposite reaction which actually happens . Because his
two realms of experience are no longer split, he can no longer comfortably think one
thing and do another. Thus, not a single thought is taken any longer to be "just a
t hough t, " no r a single action taken to be "j ust something I happen to do . " Nor , for
that matter, is a non-action taken as "just something I happen to not do," since
non-action is now also recognized as a choice. Thus philosophy, the state of the
epoche, is a state of responsibility.
In being able to attend to both realms of his existence, man becomes painfully
aware of their distance from each other. This produces in him a spirit of striving
to bridge this distance by giving up misconceptions on the one side, and redirecting
actions on the other.
In this way he grows toward a unity of thought with the
Life-World: a perfect unity of self .
But, since this distance is infinite, this growth never reaches complete fulfillment . Again and again, from the point of view of the epoche , man will encounter
his hypocrisy. His only choice is either to give up his growth or to face a constant
state of striving.
This is not "metaphysical gibberish . " It is simple common sense. One night in
a poolhall, two players at the next table caught my attention. The younger was los ing every game, and obviously becoming frustrated. As his frustration grew, his game
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became worse and worse . Finally he missed a shot one could hardly help making. "God
damn!" he said , dropping his stick . He looked up to the older player and asked ,
"What's wrong with me?"
To this, his opponent offered him no flattery that he was sure to get better,
nor told him to give up . Instead he said matter-of-factly, "All you can do is keep
on trying."
Endnotes
1

We may draw a number of parallels here to my practical sphere of existence.
Here I desire and strive toward the Perfect Will, but the fear of failing in this
leads me to moral despair. I can deal with this despair by 1) clinging to a pseudo- morality made up of rules which I simply assume are right (moral naivete), 2) giving up entirely on trying to direct my actions toward a right (moral skepticism), or
3) facing the despair.
In following the final path, I become lost, only here the
abyss I face is one of "What am I to do?."
2

The moral parallels continue:
Here , following despair, I find an infinite field of possible actions before me,
but I have stepped out of the current of inclinations and obligations. I find myself
in a state of moral epoche . I free myself from a moral authority which I had placed
over myself, and, no longer having to do this or that, I reach a state of autonomy of
will.
But with freedom of action comes responsibility in action. No longer resting
upon others' ideas of right and wrong, I can no longer blame anyone or anything for
my actions. Everything I do is now based on my own choice.

All .quotations in this paper are taken from Edmund Husserl, Experience
and Judgment, trans . James S. Churchill and Karl Ameriks, Northwestern
University Press; and Edmund Husserl, The Crisis of European Sciences
and Transcendental Phenomenology, trans . David Carr, Northwestern University Press.
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The Role of Proposition 1.11 in
Apollonius' On Conic Sections

2.
sq. LK:sq. L'K'::ML,LN: M'L', L'N' (Eucl. I.7)
3. But LN=L'N' (since ACuFG and LNttZN, by Eucl. I.34)
4. with LN as common height, sq. LK:sq. L'K': : ML:M'L' (Eucl

Brian Sullivan

VI.l)

•

5. But ML:M'L'::FL:F'L' (Eucl. VI.4)
6.
sq. LK:sq . L'K'::FL:F'L'

In examining the structure of a work which intends to persuade us through a
series of logical propositions, we must take great care in determining the true
dependence of proofs upon one another .
The use of the enunciation of an ear lie r
proposition in a later one may be misleading in this respect : It may occur that a
logically prior fact may follow what is, in the order of proofs, its posterior. By
"prior" I mean 1. closer to first principles in following from them more directly
(following with the necessary introduction of the fewest intervening new facts) aQd
2. more essential to the study, in being that upon which all later facts proven
depend completely for their demonstration. Propositions Eleven, Twelve, and Thirteen
of Book I of Apollonius' Conic Sections may be considered misleading in terms of
their priority within the structure of the book . Apollonius presents these three as
the
definitive
propositions
for
the
parabola,
hyperbola, and
ellipse:
he
distinguishes the sections by their relationship to the axial triangle perpendicular
to their plane and then demonstrates what might be considered the most essential
property of each section itself (that is, without reference to the cone) -- the
relationship of any ordinate to its abscissa.
From these three propositions
Apollonius derives all later facts about the conic sections, and thus it would seem
that by our second criterion for a logically prior fact, they are the most essential
property of the conic sections.
But if these we re the essential p r opositions fo r discover ing t he p r ope rt ies of
the conics, it should be impossible to discover a more basic property than theirs or
to discover any properties of the conics without passing through their steps or using
their enunciations.
And yet this is possible with all three propositions:
Propositions I.20 and I.21 concerning the ratios or ordinates to one another may be
proven entirely independently of I.11 - 1.13, though Apollonius derives them from these
three .
And with I . 20 and I. 21 proven it is then possible to prove all of the
properties of the conics that depended formerly upon propositions eleven through
thirteen for their demonstration.
And yet these propositions for I. 20 and I. 21
i n d ependent of I . 11-1 . 13 are much shorter and simp l er than what Apollonius gives as
their antecedents.
This paper will focus on the par abola in investigating the
interdependence of these propositions in their bearing on the structure of Book I of
the Conics.
Proposition I.20, which demonstrates that the squares on the ordinates of the
parabola are to one another in the ratio of their respective abscissas, may be proven
without reference to the parabola's "definitive" proof (I. 11) in this way: (Figure 1)
Let there be supposed a cone with vertex A and with base BC cut by an axial triangle
ABC .
Let this cone be cut by a plane such that its intersection with the cone's
base, line EGD, is perpendicular to the base of the axial triangle, BC, and such that
the sections's diameter, FG, is parallel to one side of the axial triangle, AC. Let
two random points K and K' be taken on the section and let the straight lines LK and
L'K' be dropped from these points parallel to ED.
Let MLN and M'L'N' be drawn
through the sides of the axial triangle both parallel to BC . Then -

E

Since the ordinates for this proof were taken randomly, it is evident that any two
such will b~ar in square a ratio ~o one another as their abscissas. A similar proof
may be carried out for I.21 proving for the case of the ellipse and the hyperbola
that the ordinates are to one another as the rectangles formed from the lines cut off
by them from the ends of the transverse diameter. But once I.20 has been proven, it
may be used to replace proposition I.11 in all propositions concerning the properties
of the parabola that call for it.
(The propositions from I. 52 do not essentially
concern themselves with the properties of the parabola.)
For instance Proposition
I.26, proving the existence of a family of monosecants parallel to the diameter of
any parabola, may be proved using I.20 rather than I.11. The proof shows (figure 2)
that given a line EFL drawn parallel to the diameter BGAC one can necessarily find
some ordinate CH greater than an ordinate wise line (EG) drawn from the parallel to
the diameter, for if EG is shorter than the parallel must intersect CH below H and
thus also must intersect the section. Apollonius proves that CH is greater than EG
by making the rectangle of the parameter AD and line AC equal to the square on EG; so
if an ordinate CH is drawn from point C to the section, its square will be equal to
the rectangle DA, AC and thus greater than the square on EG.
Apollonius r e lies on
Proposition I. 11 for the determination both of a particular paraola and of its
parameter.
(One cannot say "Let there be .. . " something without having discovered
that "something" from first principles. One cannot say "let there be parameter AG"
without knowing how to determine the parameter of some particular parabola.)
The
same proposition is crucial in showing that the rectangle on the parameter and
abscissa is equal to the square on the ordinate.
But our proof using I.20
demonstrates that it is not necessary to find the parameter of a particular par abola
(albeit, a parabola randomly chosen) in order to prove the property of I.26:

L

6
1.

2.
3.
4.

Let there be drawn straight line XY dropped
ordinate wise from a random point Y on the
section.
Let GE:AC(YX:XA
then GE:AC(CH:AC since YX:XA::CH:CA by I.20
therefore GE(CH and line EF must meet the
section.

1. sq. LK=ML, LN; sq . L'K' =M'L', L'N' (for reasons given in I . 11)
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Two other proofs prior to I.52 rely on I.11 in an identical manner (namely, I.27 and
I.32) and may also use I.20 to be proven. Thus all of the properties of the parabola
may be demonstrated without any reliance whatsoever on the "definitive" proposition
for the parabola, since all of the propositions showing the properties of the
parabola (with the exception, of course, of I.11 itself) may rely on I.20, which has
been proven entirely independently.
Even the property of I.11, that is, the equality of the square on an ordinate to
the rectangle of the parameter and the abcissa, may be proven in a general way from
I. 20.
If the abscissas are to one another as the squares on their respective
ordinates, then one may take anv common hei~ht H. and say that the squares on the
ordinates are to one another as the rectangles formed of their respective abscissas
and side H (by Euclid VI.l). Alternating this, it becomes evident that all ordinates
must bear the same ratio to the rectangle formed by
H and t heir resp ective
abscissas. But H may have any length, and thus this ratio may be set at equality by
merely adjusting H so that some rectangle formed by H and their respective abscissas.
But H may have any length, and thus this ratio may be set at equality by merely
adjusting H so that some rectangle formed by it and an abscissa will equal the square
on the abscissa's ordinate. Thus it is evident that any parabola must have such a
line H with the properties that are associated with the parameter.
This is a
"general" proof for the parameter in that it states that all parabolas have such a
line H, rather than that parabola A (being from a specific cone and having a
determinable relationship with its axial triangle) must have parameter H.
I.11
expresses this property in the latter way. The "general" case is clearly deductible
from the specific:
If any parabola is of axial triangle A and distance from its
vertex to the cone's vertex B it must have parameter C bearing a fixed relationship
to the parabola itself. It clearly follows that for any parabola such a line bearing
that same fixed relationship must exist.
It is for this reason that Apollonius'
proof for I.20 is not convertible; it is impossible to deduce the specific
relationship (which Apollonius uses in the proposition) from a general relationship.
The reason that I. 20 may be used to determine all properties of the parabola
with the exception of I. 11 is that evidently, all of these properties are of the
general category: none specifies a property of a specific parabola, but rather of the
parabola as a species~ It is evident then that I.20 may be considered the logically
prior fact of all those concerning properties of the parabola as a species. But at
the same time one cannot consider I. 20 to be the most essential property of the
parabola absolutely, for while I.20 need not follow from I.11 it is impossible that
I.11 should follow from I.20. From I.11 all other properties of Book one may follow,
though they do not depend absolutely upon it, while this cannot be said of I.20.
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Love
Mary

How curious that one brief flash of light
From one eye to another can create
A flame that no mere tinder could ignite
A fire that won't in rain or cold abate.
A wondrous thing, that accidental touch
Of hand to hand could strike a spark so strong
A passion that, opposed by ne'er so much,
Continues, as true hearts to each belong.
Unusual, that one abrupt embrace
Though clumsy, should initiate such bliss
That two quite separate beings face to face
Should find themselves united in a kiss.
It seems that love is wayward, not unkind.
And chance, for him that waits, a lover finds.
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Phedre's Self Discovery
Andrew Sloniewsky

The shadow of death hangs over both the first and last appearances of the queen
in Racine's Phedre. Tormented and driven in the first scene, Ph'edre claims that she
is trying to kill herself through exhaustion.
The slowness of her method, however,
and the fact that her decision can be easily reversed both point to a certain lack of
resolve. In fact, Ph'edre is postponing her death because she does not know what she
really wants nor, b( extension, who she really is. By the last scene, however, this
has changed, and Phedre exhibits a true unity of soul.
Standing within the steady
light of self - knowledge, Phedre is able to face with calmness and dignity the
darkness of her approaching death.
In spite of her motion toward enlightenment, at least two qualities of Ph"edre's
personality remain constant throughout the play.
The first of these is the importance to her of her family relations. At various times in the play, Ph~dre mentions
her grandfather, father, mother, sister and sons.
A second enduring aspect of
Ph'edre' s character is the highly poetic nature of her mind.
Hippolyte in his
chariot, herself in the labyrinth, and the final vision of Hades, are some of the
fruits of this strong imagination.
Although both of these characteristics are important parts of Ph~dre's personality, they are not the ones which strike the audience most immediately in her first
scene. Rather, it is Ph~dre's psychological torment and confusion of soul which are
most striking . Within her first ten lines, Ph~dre, exasperated by the painful knots
in her hair, demands to know who has tied them. Oenone's response to her, that she
herself ordered it done, symbolically points to Ph'edre 's confusion about what she
wants . This confusion is based on three competing ideas of the good which are only
fully unfolded later in the play, but which are nonetheless latently present in Act
I, scene iii.
Ph'edre' s deep and abiding desire to be morally pure is the first of these
competing claims.
This desire makes her hate her love for Hippolyte, regardless of
the fact that her passion .has not become public.
It is Ph~dre' s need to be pure
which moves her to say to Oenone, "Gr~ces au ciel, mes mains ne sont point
criminelles./Plut aux Dieux que mon coeur fut innocent comme elles!" (I,iii,221,222).
Similarly, she later tells Hippolyte, "Je m'abhorre encor plus que tu ne me
detestes." (II, iv, 6 78).
This st Fong need to be virtuous is what gives Ph'edre her
nobility and moral stature.
Despite the sincerity of this wish to be moral, the effective power of this sentiment is not very great.
When she first felt love for Hippolyte, Ph~dre's
imagination and concern for family led her to think of her mother and sister. With
them as examples, she immediately assumed that it was a great god, Venus, who had
planted this love inside her. Having fallen into fatalism from the very moment she
saw Hippolyte, by the time of the pl~y, Ph\dre has abandoned any real hope of banishing this love from her heart. The queen reveals her belief in her powerlessness many
times, such as when she tells Oenone that, with respect to her mind, "Je l'ai perdu:
les Dieux m'en ont ravi l'usage," (I,iii,181) , or when she tells Hippolyte that she
is an "Object infortune des vengeances celestes," (II,iv,677) .
In her first scene, Phedre's desire to be virtuous is closely related to another
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desire, and the two are only fully separated later in the play. This second impulse
. Ph'e d re ' s d esire
.
·
is
a 1ways t o appear virtuous
. " La rogeur me couvre le visage : / Je te
laisse trop voir mes honteuse douleurs," (I ,i ii,182 ,183), she cries t o Oenone, after
nearly letting slip her secret. The need to be respectable is tied to Ph'edre's concern for her family in at least two ways. First, respectability fears shame as a
punishment, and the power of shame comes from a fear of being separated from a gr oup,
of being made to stand alone.
In Ph~dre 's case, this would mean exclusion from a
group which is very important to her, her family. Secondly, if Phedre were to reveal
her crime, she would cause her children to suffer the fate of being despised as offspring of a near-criminal.
Together, the desire for respectability and for true virtuousness are fighting a
third motive of Phedre's actions, namely her love for Hippolyte. This love is centered ar ound the young man's virtue, the fact that he is "fidele •.• fier , et meme un
peu far ouche," (II, v ,638 ) . Perhaps Phedre is particularly attracted to this aspect
of Hippolyte because she thinks herself married to a "Volage adorateur de mille
objet s divers," (II,v,636 ) . It would be deeply ironic if this love of virtue were to
inspire such vice. At any rate, this love for Hippolyte is fairly well controlled in
Act I, scene iii by Phe dre's other two motives, though it can still burst out through
the imagination, as it does in the vision of Hippolyte in his chariot, or as it does
later, in the labyrinth image.
All three of these c ompeting forces are exerting their influence on Phedre in
her first scene, and bo th of the moral desires are pushing her to suicide. The need
for true moral purity is speaking when Ph'edre says, "J 'en ai trap prolong{ la
coupable duree." ( I,iii,217). Only a few lines later, it is fear of shame which
speaks: "Je meurs, pour ne point faire un aveu si funeste." (I,iii,226) . In spit e
of these impulses, Ph'edre chooses to die slowly, not having within her the kind of
resolve which would persuade her to plunge a dagger into her heart. Why is Ph'edre
waiting?
It is death's horrible irrevocability t hat stops her. One would choose dea th
only if one knew both what one must necessarily have, and the world ' s necessary inability to supply it . The irrevocability of death must be mirrored in the irrevocability of one's despair. The mere desire for Hippolyte, regardless of the fact
that Ph'edre consciously thinks it evil and unattainable, lessens the force of the
queen's first two motives. Because they do not represent all that Phedre desires,
her will becomes divided and she is unable to decide to die. She cannot kill herself
for moral reasons because she is not totally sure she wishes to be moral.
Furthermore, because Phedre's love for Hippolyte has never been acted upon, and therefore has not left any unchangeable marks on the world, Ph'edre believes within her
heart, despite her fatalism, that she might be able to overcome her lust or at least
to keep it hidden forever. At the present she cannot kill herself out of guilt because she is not sure that the future will not wipe the guilt away.
In only one scene other than the last does Ph~d re come close to killing herself.
In Act II, scene v, having abased herself before Hippolyte, the queen begs him to
kill her.
It is not shame alone which motivates her to do this, however, but a
strange mixture of shame and love.
Phedre wants Hippolyte to exhibit that virtue
which she so dearly loves, in an act which she describes in nearly sexual terms.
This union of sexual passion and the need to be respectable is not stable and does
not last long, f or Oenone is quickly able to bring Phedre back to her senses. The
nurse's action is so far from being against Phedre's will that The'ram~ne is not sure
whether the retreating Phedre is being dragged away or is actually running away
(II,vi,714).
It is only as the play progresses to its final scene that the number of Ph'edre's
desires diminishes, not by a melting together, but rather by a process of selection.
In Act IV, scen e iv, Phedre becomes furiously j ealous when she hears from Theseus
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that Aricie is loved by Hippolyte. Nearly mad, she is looking forward to having
Theseus punish the princess when she realizes the magnitude of the evil which has
grown within her hear t :
Chaque mot sur men front fait dresser mes cheveux./ Mes crimes
desormais ont comble la mesure./ Je respire a la fois l'inceste
et 1' imposture. I Mes homicides mains, promptes a me venger, I
Dans le sang innocent brOlent de se plonger.
(IV , vi,
1268-1272)
Ph'edre is horrified at her wish to kill Aricie, a wish more terrible than desiring to
sleep with her stepson. Although she does not reflect on it in this scene, Ph~dre
already has spilt innocent blood by this time. Because jealousy maddened her, she
did not tell Theseus those things which would have caused him to revoke his prayer to
Neptune and saved Hippolyte's life. It seems fair to guess that, because Phedre never again expresses desire for Hippolyte nor any jealousy toward Aricie, it is guilt
and her desire to be morally pure which preoccuppy the queen's mind after this scene
and push away all thought of passion. In the middle of her crisis, one of the other
two conflicting motives, her love for Hippolyte is simply forgotten .
Phedre's strong feelings of guilt at this point in the play are also a sign that
it would be difficult for her need for respectability to overcome her need to be vi~ 
tuous. Because of Oenone's lie to Theseus, these two motives had broken apart from
their original unity. After Hippolyte's death, Phedre could simply live an honorable
life, unscathed by the events of the play, as long as she does not allow her guilt to
bother her too much.
Ph'edre' s horror at her guilt in Act IV, scene vi sets the
stage, however, for Panope's description of the queen's final struggle between honor
and truth, in Act V, scene v. Ph'edre is said to be wearing a "mortel desespoir"
(1463), and alr eady, "La paleur de la mort est ... sur son teint." (1464). Her children, who as members of her family symbolically represent the claims of honor, and
who would be harmed by her dishonor, are alternately embraced by and then, in
self-hatred, pushed away by the tearful queen . This awful description of the queen's
inner conflict means that Phedre only truly discovers what she wants and who she is
when she is offstage, in the time between her last two scenes.
In her final appearance , Phedre shows that she has chosen truth over honor and
death over life . She makes her confession in the most painful manner possible, by
delivering it to the entire court. Ph'edre can kill herself now because her situation
is radically different from what it was in Act I, scene iii. Now her guilt is tied
to an objective fact, the murder of Hippolyte, which cannot simply fade away. Furthermore, in some way the queen must have realized that he r love of t he truth is a
more important part of her than the need to be respectable. Unlike Euripides' pagan
queen, who kills herself from shame, Racine's Ph'edre acts like a Christian and
chooses to obey the claims of the individual conscience over the claims of familial
duty.
Perhaps it is her guilt which, paradoxically, allows her love of virtue
finally to emer ge. Because her new condition as murderess is different from that of
her mother or sister, she can now think of herself, not as just another slave of
Venus, but as a guilty, yet free and undetermi ned individual. In any case, she is
able to overcome her family-based shame at the end of the play because she has
outgrown her familial self-image and the fatalism which accompanies it.
Thus,
through tragic events which have scoured away her inessential desires, Ph'edre has
come to know who she really is and that being truly moral is important to her.
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Sonnet #9: A Conversation
With Mother
Dahra Latham

I watch as if from far away
The thunderous progress of your face
Within a little minute's space
From emptiness to screaming rage .
I shall not argue with you now- Why should I , when your ears a re shut?
No thought I muster can rebut
The blue vein beating on your brow .
The logic of your glazing eye
Logic dethrones, and passion sets
Above that power, that leaps from earth
To chart the dances of the sky
Upset the silent sky wi th jets
And teach your human soul its worth .
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untitled
Dahra Latham

Driving fast
I stopped to gather roses while I could
They we r e not rosebuds and were not pristine
But full in bloom and somewhat touched by time
And somewhat chewed by not invisible worms
Though night was near and storm howled close at hand.
Their petals were the final sha de of r ose
From which all roses spring
The thorns were such as only roses wild
And gentle children know the way to forge.
I wove my hands among them, wove small wounds
Across my hands and up my unwhite arms
Bleeding to feed the roses:
I distrubed
A drugged and drunken bee from lovers' slumber
And off he whirred into the thunderous light.
'How better, little brother,
Your honey than my mind to keep fo r fall
The sweetness of such lovely days as these,
Bitter with passage . '
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The Game of Chess 1n
Nathan the Wise
Mark Ressler

The game of chess is employed cunningly in the play Nathan the Wise, both in its
character structure and as a metaphor for certain concepts tha-;-t he play presents.
Chess is a game of conflict and may even be conceived as representing a war between
two nations in systems, a situation much like the conflict between the Christians and
Moslems in the play.
Moreover, the conflict in chess is a direct conflict,
permitting no cooperation, for the game is won, not by an individual struggle to
achieve a position despite the opponent, but by a paralyzation of the opponent, by a
real conquest. This aspect of the game is curious in the light of the question of
religious toleration in the play; as with chess, the religious question seems to
allow no cooperation between opposing ideologies.
The Sultan in addressing his
strange question to Nathan says, "Of these three religions only one can be the true
one," [III 5, 42] and he believes that the three religions are distinct and separate
in all aspects [III 7, 72]. After Nathan makes clear to Saladin the kinship between
the religions and brings the Sultan to his concept of an overriding humanity, the
image of the chess game is no longer used: Lessing has exchanged the game of chess
for charades, in which all the players cooperate to solve the puzzle.
Beyond a general meaning of the chess image in the play, Lessing uses the image
in the specific area of characterization: all the pieces used in chess are represented in the play, not in number, but certainly in type. The king is the central piece
for the game of chess; if he falls, the other pieces have no life. While holding so
much power, the king may only move one space at a time and therefore cannot have a
very active influence on the struggle. Saladin is a central figure for the characters in the play, just as the king is in chess. He spared the Templar' s life, and
thus the Templar was able to have Rachel, without whom Nathan said he would have no
need of houses. Nathan himself acknowledges Saladin's effect on his life through the
Templar. Certainly Sittah as well as the Patriarch and Brother Bonafides would not
be in this play were it not for the Sultan. For these reasons, Saladin is the king
in the play in rank and function.
Sittah, as opposed to Saladin, has a more active influence upon the action in
the play, for she develops the plot to trap Nathan, she takes the initiative to support the Sultan's household and hide the fact from Saladin, and she brings Rachel to
the palace. The queen in chess is the most powerful active piece, with no limit on
its advancement or direction.
In developing the characters of Saladin and Sittah,
Lessing certainly seems to use the king and queen in chess as models, making Sittah
more aggressive than Saladin, contrary to expectations. It is curious that in his
game with Sittah, the Sultan wishes his queen to be taken. He says, "I never was too
lucky with that piece." [II 1,33]. Perhaps this comment relates to Saladin's plan
to marry King Richard to Sittah.
The Patriarch clearly fulfills the role of the bishop in chess, moving
diagonally across the squares of the board in his underhanded manner.
Brother
Bonafides, however, may either be a bishop or a pawn. As a bishop he and the Patriarch would never meet upon the same space, for one of the bishops in chess moves
solely on black spaces and the other moves on white. The analogy would thus carry
through since the Patriarch's concept of a churchman's circle of affairs differs from
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Brother Bona£ ides' idea of his Christianity. However, Brother Bonaf ides does not
move as diagonally as the Patriarch does; in this respect he could easily be a pawn,
a humble man moving one space at a time, moving diagonally only to capture another
piece at the Patriarch's bidding, but otherwise moving straight toward the other side
of the board.
The knight moves most uniquely of all the pieces, as does the Templar, the
knight in Nathan the Wise. The knight takes two spaces in one direction then one
space either to the right or the left of that direction, forming an L. The Templar
as a character moves in a similar manner , moving ahead then to one side quickly, as
when he rescued Rachel from the fire or when he visits the Patriarch about Nathan
raising Rachel a Jew. The knight, unlike other pieces in chess, may actually leap
over a barrier of pieces so that his path need not be clear for him to make his move,
forming an image like the Templar leaping through the flames and over the barriers of
his religion.
The rook is symbolized on the chessboard as a stronghold, a storehouse. Surely
Nathan could be characterized in this same manner, not only in terms of his wealth,
but also in terms of the the understanding he possesses. The rook moves in a rectangular fashion, either horizontally or vertically on the board, and is therefore a
valuable piece for support in both defense and offense. Nathan seems to demonstrate
the same rectangularity and strength in his character.
A pawn has a few interesting properties, despite its seemingly low value in the
game of chess. Though it moves just one space at a time and is powerless if an ob stacle is placed directly in front of it, i f its path is clear and it manages to
reach the other end of the board, it becomes any of the major pieces except the king
as it chooses. Al Hafi exemplifies these properties more than any other character in
the play; Saladin clears the path for him, and he reaches the other end of the board
to become a rook, the Sultan's treasurer. However, he still retains his pawness, for
he r e aches the end of the board a second time, becoming a man by travelling to the
Ganges. When Al Hafi departs, Nathan claims, "I think, when all is said, the genuine
beggar is the genuine king." [II 9, 89]. This statement agrees with the idea of the
pawn's potentiality for change.
It is the pawn's hope of change that lends it
nobility, which hope may be the reason Al Rafi loved to play chess.
While chess seems woven into the characterization, it also appears prominently
in the first scene of Act II when Saladin and Sittah are engaged in a game of chess .
The occasion of the game has its effects upon the plot, and Lessing uses the game to
form an image of the effect of the game. In describing the game to Nathan, Al Hafi
says, "His king could be protected with a pawn upon her check .... For this the rook
had an open file, and she was done for." The king is Saladin, the pawn Al Rafi, the
r ook Nathan , and Sittah is the opponent . In terms of the plot , this situation could
be described in two ways. If Al Rafi had continued to keep Saladin protected from
the knowledge of his dwindling finances, then Nathan would have remained free of
obligation. On the other hand, if Saladin had listened to Al Rafi, who knew the game
was not lost, Sittah might not have won, and the events following would not have occurred. This game, though, leads to the Sultan's conversation with Nathan, and it is
through Nathan that chess loses its importance in the play. Nathan's ideas about
humanity seem to break down the black-arid-white idea of religions symbolized by the
two- colored pieces in chess, and through Nathan's investigations into the Templar's
lineage, king, queen, knight and pawn cease to be seen in those classifications and
come to be seen as family and friends. Thus, Lessing's most effective use of the
chess image might be its removal, creating a contrast between the harsh world of
chess and the ostensibly sensitive sphere of human relationships.
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April Residue
David Walter

In the crowed station sudden doors shut-The train makes its dizzy way downward;
In the tunnels, there is nothing but dim earthlight
And breathless winding motion downward.
No end to the plunge--the eyes journey inward-No end to this stiff isolation, sterile passage,
From the manlit clangor shut and shuttled forth
And hurled into the earth's barren womb-And should I shave tonight, put on my best,
Go out and drink in a darklit room;
Until I return inside my own dark walls
And strip my clothes, eager to pass the night.

"NEWTON," John Bertram
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A Vision of the Hagia Sophia
Clayton DeKorne

There is a Great Church; it is a building though and not a code by which to
live. It stands in the city of Byzantium, modern day Istanbul, as a monument to many
ages. Today it is a museum, and it is revered only as a work of art and no longer as
a temple. Prior to this, it served as a mosque throughout the tumultuous history of
the Turkish nation since the day in 1453 when the Sultan Mohammed II entered the
capital city of the Eastern Roman Empire. In the last two centuries of this unstable
Empire, it served the Roman Catholic Order. And before, for nearly seven centurie~,
this church had been the center for religious activity in the thriving Byzantine
Empire.
Construction of the Great Church began in 532.
After less than five years
building, i t was consecrated as the church of Holy Wisdom - Hagia Sophia - by the
Emperor Justinian I.
It was designed
by Anthemius of Tralles and Isodorus of
Miletus, two scholars of the arts and sciences whose genius is explored, in this
essay, at least in part, by examining their great work of art.
Their genius has produced not only a great monument to Justinian, to the Empire,
and to Christianity, but has created a beautiful work worthy of the contemplation of
many people from different religious and cultural backgrounds. Certainly the exceptional engineering feat required to erect a structure of such enormous size as the
Hagia Sophia has attracted the serious attention of many admirers.
Even the lavish
decorations gained so great a reputation that the Abbot Suger wished to fill St .
1
Denis with ornaments of comparable worth.
Yet the richness of the decorations is
perhaps the least significant feature of the artists' designs.
W2en the church was first completed, it was virtually free of iconic representations.
Only some patterns, mostly floral motifs, were painted within the cathedral.
Otherwise, it was like a blank slate to be filled with the exquisite icons and
mosaics that began to appear throughout its interior in the course of the following
nine centuries .
But the valid use of iconic representation was a subject of grave
dispute among the early Christian Fathers. Indeed, the decisions of the Iconoclasts
made i n t he e ight h and ninth centuries contributed to the eventual separation of the
Eastern Orthodox from the Roman Catholic Orders.
Throughout this period, however,
the form of the Hagia Sophia remained resplendent.
Its form - a central dome ,surmounting a rectilinear base - is a paradigm for
almost all Byzantine churches built after 550, even those built during the
Iconoclasm. Some compelling examples of this are the chapels of the Goreme Valley in
Cappadocia.
Here iconoclast mon~s seeking to preserve their faith in austerity,
carved dwellings with solid rock.
The scale of the chapels is small in contrast to
the Hagia Sophia, but the interior is patterned after the Great Church:
a hollowed
out hemisphere over a square nave is separated from low galleries on either side by
rows of arched columns.
Here the monks sought their spirituality in a severe and
isolated environment .
They rejected iconic art forms and yet preserved the form of
architecture most suited to their contemplative pursuits.
Similarly, the Moslem faith forbids the representation of religious figures, but
the Moslems adopted the form of the Hagia Sophia as a place of worship.
When the
Moslems overtook Byzantium, they whitewashed over the gleaming mosaics and thereby
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transformed the Hagia Sophia into a mosque. And so, too, the greatest mosques of
their faith built after 1500 are patterned after the Great Church.* These examples
seem to indicate that, regardless of particular preferences, the form of the Great
Church speaks to all.
In the church, space and light are so abundant that these elements seem to stand
apart from the structure itself and take on a being of their own. The ordered combination of space and light is considered here as the form of the church. Space and
light are as much the medium of architecture as are stone, timbers, and metals.
The form itself seems to have been intentionally crafted and also found to have
a profound effect upon those entering the church. Hence, in examining the church,
two points of view are essential: the first is the impression that the form has upon
the observer or participant in the work; the other is the artists' intention in the
design of their work. Only the unity of these two views of the church can provide, I
think, a true account of such a great work as the Hagia Sophia.
To gain an impression of the Hagia Sophia, I have relied on drawings and
descriptions written by those who have spent a great deal of their time studying the
church.
Among these, the account written by the Roman historian, Procopius of
Ceasara, is of special interest.
Procopius' account is contemporary with the
completion of the cathedral.
It provides a thoughtful description of the author's
firsthand impressions. Procopius writes as much of the effect the church has upon
himself as he does of the church itself.
In addition, I have consulted the geometrical works of the Hagia Sophia's principal designer, Anthemius of Tralles, and, in general, I have tried to gain an understanding of the theoretical aspect of his mechanical science.
Finally, I present some conclusions that I see as demonstrating the unity of
both the observer's impression and the artists' intention.
i.

A View of the Work

The Hagia Sophia rises solemnly from the midst of the confusion of a bustling city .
Its many half domes climb from a squabble of outlying buildings and partitions. This
multiplicity of curvilinear roofs leads to the massive shapes of two piers that outline a single square surmounted by a single, central dome. From the exterior, the
combination of the circle and square is a prominent motif.
This can be seen
distinctly from a distance. The four high corner spires were built by the Moslems,
and one wonders if they expressly did so to accentuate the square plan. In doing so,
they seem to have adjusted for the numerous low lying buildings which have appeared
as the city grew and obscured the rectangular base of the original structure. If the
intention cannot be proven, the effect can certainly be verified. At the center of
this huge cube formed by the spires, the greater part of a large sphere, the dome, is
seen. It seems to pour forth its cascade of circular roofs that are supported by the
cornered sections of the walls.
Procopius seems to confirm the impression of a square plan.
Both its breadth and its length have been so carefully proportioned that it may not improperly be said to be exceedingly long
4
and at the same time unusually broad.
This formulation indicates that the plan is perceived as a square of equally huge
*
The Selimiye (built 1567-74 in Edirne, the original capital of the Turkish
Empire) and the Mosque of Ahmed (built 1609-16 in Istanbul) are two examples that
exactly reproduce the form of the Hagia Sophia, even in size.
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breadth and length.
It is not worded, however, to account for an abstract shape.
One's impressions of great magnitudes are not capable of precise measurement.
However, as Procopius seems to imply, a sense of proportion is possible.
But
Procopius was also aware of the reality that exists behind the impression of this
aspect. Therefore, both the rule which defines the proportion as well as the sense
of proportion one acquires need to be explored.
The church is not laid out on a perfect square.
The foundation is slightly
longer along the east-west axis than it is along the north-south axis. It has been
suggested that the Great Church is built upon the foundations of another church, also
called the Hag~ Sophia, which burned down shortly before the construction of the
present church.
In order to make use of what had already been laid, the designers
of the new church may have found it necessary to conform to the previous plan.
This claim 1b8s been disputed, however, in view of the outstanding importance of the
new church.
But there is a functional advantage in preserving, if not the
foundation, at least the style of the older church.

The original Hagia Sophia · (as most of the earliest Christian churches) is
reported to have been built in the style of the Roman Basilica, which is rectilinear
in plan and divided lengthwise into three sections. The outer aisles are separated
from the central nave by rows of columns that serve to support the high central roof.
Often parallel to these aisles are second floor galleries which open onto · the nave.
But the ceiling of the nave is much higher than even these galleries.
The functional character of this building is superb, accomodating a great number
of people while leaving a central aisle open for processionals. Moreover, it allows
for a directed ~~ze toward the end of the church where the service is conducted.
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Cross-Section (east-west axis)

The present Hagia Sophia has all these features and is undisputably a basilica
in character. These features of . the cathedral's design, including the rectilinear
base, are, I think, entirely functional in the sense just defined: to allow the most
number of people to participate in the service. But this does not begin to explain
the illusory effect of a square plan nor the other senses of proportion that might
serve another function that is more aesthetic than utilitarian.
Overall, Procopius describes the building as "a spectacle of marvellous beauty." 7
His sense for this beauty is bound to a recognition of the proportion of its parts
and the play of light within it.

Plan of the Hagia Sophia
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It exults in an indescribable beauty. For it proudly reveals its
mass and the harmony of its proportions, having neither excess
nor deficiency~ .• and it abounds exceeding intunlight and in the
reflection of the sun's rays from the marble.
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To see this beauty, however, one must go within.
The entrances used by the congregation, whether Christian or Moslem, lie along
the west side of the cathedral. On the face of the exterior porch (or narthex) is a
series of five doors, three in the center and one at either end.
Two pairs of
windows are placed in between the central three doors and the outer-most two.
The
center-most doorway has always been called the· Beautiful Gate. As one passes over
the threshold here, he leaves the city behind and, as it will be shown, he seems to
enter into another world.
Within the outer narthex there is a series of five more doors, equally spaced,
leading into another narthex. This inner space is both twice as wide and twice as
high as the outer narthex. It has been suggested that this increase ~n space prepares the way for the "more powerful spatial effect within the nave."
This claim
can be easily justified. The mass of the exterior announces the vast interior. One
can imagine the awe with which one approaches each doorway in anticipation of the
great space that must lie within. Hence, the expansion of space and perhaps even the
1: 2 ratio of the two spaces is noticeable.
The doubling of a magnitude is more
easily comprehended than any other multiplication. In the eventual analysis of the
church, this sense of space
a hap tic sense of an ordered, dimensional, but
ostensibly empty space - is explored in detail.
There are three sets of three doorways leading into the main body of the church.
Those on either end of the porch lead into the aisles on the north and south sides of
the nave. The center doorway, in line with the Beautiful Gate, is called the Imperial Doorway in honor of the emperors (from Justinian on) who entered here. This gate
is twice as broad and higher by a third than the doorways flanking it.
The view through the Imperial Doorway into the central nave is the most important perspective in the church.
From this entrance the full scale of the dome's
height an be seen, as well as the full length of the nave. Through the vast expanse,
one's gaze is directed to the inside ofo"the face of the church (which would be the
part which faces the rising sun ... )."
Here the semi-cylindrical apse rises from
the place of the altar to meet the half dome. The apse is the most light-filled
space in the church; its windows are the only windows opening directly onto the lower
region of the nave, and they seem both larger and more closely packed than the
windows above them in the half dome. Thus, even from ·across the enormous space,
one's attention is drawn to this area.
From the Imperial Doorway the first impression of the interior forms is made.
Procopius' description of "the face of the church" emphasizes the order and arrangement of shapes. He begins by describing the apse and the regions closest to it:
A structure of masonry is built up from the ground, not made in a
straight line, but gradually curving inward on its flanks and
receding at the middle, so that it forms the shape of a
half-circle, which those who are skilled in such matters call a
half-cylinder; and so i t rises precipitously to a height. The
upper part of this structure ends in the fourth part of a sphere,
and above it another crescent-shaped structure rises fitted on
the adjoining parts of the building, marvellous in its grace, but
by reason of the seeming insecurity of its composition altogether
terrifying. For it seems to float in the air on no firm basis,
but to be poised aloft to the peril of those inside it. Yet actually it is braced with exceptional firmness and security. On
either side of this are columns arranged on the pavement; these
likewise do not stand in a straight line, but they retreat inward
in the pattern of the semi-circle as if they were yielding to one
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another in a c~~ral dance, and above them hangs a structure of
crescent shape.

' '1

This arrangement of geometrical shapes seems to mirror the order and arrangement of
the Imperial Door. The niches on either side of the apse are, in plan, found to be
identical to the apse. But turned in along the line of a semi-circle , they are perceived to be much narrower than the apse which is looked at straight on. The niches
seem to be nearly half the width of the apse and follow, it would seem, the pat t ern
of the three central doorways. Moreover, the height of the half domes, which rise
above these niches and embrace them all, is greater by a th i rd. Hence, this too is
in the same ratio (2:3) as the height of the two smaller doorways is to the Imperial
Door.
While the ratio of the doors is measured in the flat plane of the wall, the
measure of the semi-cylindrical shapes is expanded to three dimensions. From ac r oss
the expanse of distance, the shapes are seen in a visual plane. Therefore, they are
not judged in their actual form, but seem at fi r st to be outlined on a
two-dimensional plane. At the great distance from which the forms are viewed , the
outlines are not clearly defined. This plane of vision is pierced by windows or by
passageways between the columns. One's vision is carried t hr ough the outlines . Ye t
there is no outside view to be seen, for the windows are at such a height that they
frame only the sky. However , a sense of depth is added to the impression .
This depth carries one's vision through the outline which wavers in the immense
atmosphere of the church. Hence, one's sense of space moves the figu r es ou t wards
into three dimensions.
This volume is distinct from the similar impression first
seen in the doorways and then mirrored in the next visual plane .
The forms are judged by Procopius to "retreat ... as if yielding to one another as
in a choral dance . "
In claiming that the farms actually are moved by one's
perceptions, Procopius' language is taken more literally than perhaps. Procopius
intended. I exaggerate the literalness of it, however, to accentuate the possibility
of sensing a shimmer ing , balanced movement of form . The imp r ession of t his mov ement
or "dance" is created by the distance from which it is viewed and by an awareness of
the actual three-dimensional volume of the forms outlined by a certain perspective .
The depth and movement of space are enhanced by the exceptional light that
enters the church. Ptocopius writes that the interior
abounds exceedingly in sunlight and in reflection of the sun's
rays from the marble. Indeed one might say that its interior is
not illuminated from without by the sun, but that the radiance
comes into ~1ing within it , such an abundance of ligh t enters
this shrine.
The sense that the light "comes into being" inside the church is probably due to the
clear definition of the shafts of light that come streaming through the great expanse
of space. These beams accentuate the sense of depth in the space within the church.
As the light travels, it diffuses slowly into the interior.
The shafts,
however, reach the walls and floor in distinct outline and produce patterns of light
that mirror the windows from which they came. And the reflections themselves create
a r adiance of thei r own t hat itself illuminates the space around them.
The windows are nol simply openings in the shell of the building. "Channels for
3
the admission of light"
have been built into the structure. By means of these it
seems that the intensity of light has been intentionally gathered, and that the
direction of the light has been purposefully ordered.
One can imagine, then, that the regular movement of light throughout the day and
year provides another movement in addition to the shimmering radiance that charges
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the air with light 1 ~f its own. The church is aligned along an axis about 33 degrees
south of due east .
On the morning of the winter solstice, the rising sun shines
directly thr ough the apse windows and sets in the evening beyond the Beautiful Gate.
The circular domes with their channeled windows at different levels must seem to
chart the paths of the sun, not just on the day of the winter solstice, but
throughout the year. The strongest beams within the church mark where the sun is
outside and can be distinguished from all the others . As the visible beams change
direction and sweep through the interior of the church, they change the quality of
light in the depths they illuminate . The forms themselves would then seem to move,
as they change, from light to shadow. In effect, the light moves the forms that seem
to "dance" with one another.
On either side of the central nave are the aisles and galleries. In comparison
to the height of the dome, the vaulted ceilings of the aisles are low. They are the
same height as the inner narthex. This height is marked along the perimeter of the
nave by an elaborate bronze railing. The height of the gallery ceilings is marked by
a similar railing at a height again a third higher than the aisles. Between the nave
and the aisles and galleries are rows of columns centered in the face of the north
and south walls. The aisles do not seem separated from the nave by these columns
and, Procopius sayf1 the spaces seen from the nave "actually make the effect of the
width much wider."
This extension adds to the impression of a square marked out on
the floor. In addition, the symmetry of the aisles is aligned along the axis of symmetry of the half domes. This forms an equal armed cross with one axis below and the
other axis seen most prominently higher up.
Of the symmetry of the aisles, Procopius writes
One of (the) colonnaded stoas has been assigned to men
worshippers, while the other is reserved for women engaged in the
same exercise. But they have nothing to distinguish them , nor do
they differ from one another in any way , but their equtsity
s e rves to beautify t he church , the i r similarity t o ador n it .
Procopius suggests here that the symmetry of t he church in some way reflects a
symmetry among the congregation in the activity of praye r. It s e ems possible that
the symmetry of the church might have contributed to inducing the effect of equality
among the people , at least while they were in the church , since it is unlikely that
this equality actually existed as a general rule in Byzantine society . This effect
would increase the other- worldly aura the church has by making otherwise habitual
distinctions unimportant and thereby heightening the distinctions that one does find,
namely t ho se among t h e fo r ms of the building.
The rows of columns pierce the walls between the large interior piers and mark
out the corners of a square on the floor of the nave. The open area int erlaced by
arched columns outlines a square on the north and south walls. These define a cube
that is associated with a semicircle on either side of the nave, suggesting a hemisphere. Above the squares on the north and south walls is a semi- circle of windows
formed within the great arches that support the dome. The motif of the circle and
square is outlined here in its most sensible form; it is outlined in space and light.
Through the circle only light passes.
Through the space between the arches pass
humans and also a murky, diffused light from the aisles and galle r ies.
This
correlation exists throughout the church: all the windows have curved lintels, while
all the doors have straight lintels.
The circle and square motif is also found throughout the whole expanse of the
interior space. The radius of the circle of windows is equal to half the side of the
square of arches; the circle can be perfectly inscribed within the square. Its center, however, is displaced upwards. Similarly, the square drawn from the inside of
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the interior piers and equal to the width of the nave is found to perfectly circumscribe the circle outlined by the uppermost arch, as well as the present dome. The
upper side of this square (or cube) over-scores the windows along the diameter of the
first circle. Hence, the center of its circle is also displaced upwards, leading
towards the dome. In addition, the side of this square is equal to the diagonal of
the first square. It is therefore twice as great as the original square of arches.
The circle inscribed within the greatest square (that which indicates the dome) can
exactly circumscribe the square of arches.

"1

The piers that mark the corners of the central cube support the four great
arches: two above the semi-circle of windows and two outlining the ends of the half
domes. These arches rise to meet the lower rim of the dome at four points. Between
these points and along the four quarters of the dome, and in the spaces between the
adjacent halves of the great arches are four pendentive domes. This ingenious co11struction of four spherical triangles evenly distributes the forces of the huge shell
of the dome onto the arches and, hence, onto the four inner piers.
Because the dome is not supported directly beneath the rim, but off to the
sides, Procopius remarks:
It seems not to rest upon solid masonry ••• All the details, fitted
together with incredible skill in midair and floating off from
each other and resting only on the parts next to l~em, produce a
single and most extraordinary harmony in the work.
The illusory effect of the dome "floating" is no doubt accentuated by the light
entering the forty windows spaced equidistantly along the circumference of the dome.
This corona of windows seems to detach the dome from the rest of the structure.
18
Procopius writes that through these windows "the light of day first smiles."
The inside of the dome was once covered over entirely with gold.
This highly
reflective surface, it can be imagined, enhanced t~9 effect of this "first" light and
radiated it down from a "height to match the sky."
The dome of the Hagia Sophia has attracted a lot of attention, and it has almost
universally been compared to the heavens. Procopius says "the spherical dome which
makes the structure except~5nally beautiful" seems to be "suspended as if from a
golden chain from heaven."
The analogy is made stronger by the poet, Paul of
Silentiary, in his work describing the Great Church.
There, overhead, in the shadowy air,
Arches the rounded helm of the heavenly ~ouse,
2
Like unto the burnished roof of heaven.
40
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While the dome is compared to the heavens, its lower arches are likened to the
upper regions of the earth, according to Procopius.
One might suppose that they were sheer mountain peaks.

22

And also the lower regions of the church have been compared to the earth. Throughout
the first two levels, the walls have been faced with highly polished slabs of marble,
cut along the stone's natural grain and arranged in patterns. The marble is of many
different colors and varieties. Similarly, the columns are made of various kinds of
marble, and their capitals have been intricately carved in an acanthus leaf pattern.
On this stonework Procopius writes:
One imagines that he had come upon a meadow with its flowers in
full bloom.
For he would surely marvel at the purple of some,
the green tint of others and at those which the crimson glows and
those which Natuzj' like some painter, varies with the most contrasting colors.
And again Paul of Silentarius echoes this theme in his poem.
He describes each
"tablet" of marble by where it 2'4mes from: Cocytus, Phrygia , Locania, Libya, and as
far away as the "Celtic crags."
Paul writes as if gathered within the church were
a world composed of many regions; every land is represented by a different tablet of
marble.
He continues, after his description of each kind of marble,
But before the sheen of mosaic appeared
The hand of the mason set into the wall the pieces of marble.
He designed on the tablets
Horns filled to the brim with the sumptuous tokens of autumn:
All kinds of foliage, baskets, and - perched on the ends of
branches Quiet birds. At the border, in beautifully plaited designs
Vines creep circling around, their golden tendrils
Weaving a graceful measure among the twined and inter- twined
branches,
Then swaying gently forward so that the encircling marble
May shadow - but only a little - the mesh of woven tendrils
Over the lofty columns, too, swelling out
Below a rim of stone, grow masses of bright acanthus - which
creeps across the damp earth - swelling in and out .
All gold and light are the wandering, sharp- pointed leaves,
And the marble surfaces are bordered with purple buds.
Every 25one catches the light with a loveliness that touches the
heart.
Procopius admires the hand of Nature as an active artist in the church.
Paul of
Silentarius, on the other hand, stresses the work of a human artist, a tradesman
distinct from the mosaic worker, as the agent at work to ensoul the church.
Underneath the bite of the mason's chisel, the stone comes alive. Moreover, this
life is presented in its autumn colors. The insipient death of these hues contrasts
with the fecundity that yields so great a harvest.
From these analogies made of the heavens and the earth united in a "harmony",
one can imagine an ideal world conceived in the church. The church, as a whole,
seems to be a living cosmos.
The realization of "harmony" in this ideal world does not, however, come
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unequivocably: though the half dome and its "adjoining parts", the niches and the
apse, seem to fit together in a way "marvellous in its grace" and even as a "dance",
Procopius also notes how it seems
by reason of its seeming insecurity of its composition, altogether terrifying. For it seems to float in the air on no ~~rm
basis but to be poised aloft to the peril of those inside it.
The "seeming" here is "terrifying", and this effect is pervasive as one moves through
the church. The dome that seems to float off its parts is "suspended" 180 feet in
the air (nearly eighteen stories) and is 107 feet in diameter. The arches and the
half domes of the same diameter climb to nearly 120 feet.
The apse "rises
precipitously" to a height of over 90 feet. The aisles are almost 40 feet high, and
the galleries about 25 feet. Within these dimensions, a person is diminished to almost insignificant size.
The recognition of these dimensions, not in numbers, but in relation to a human
being, makes plausible the language that describes the forms as "mountain peaks" that
"rise to the height of the sky," in short, as parts of a whole world.
Because one is so diminished, the awe, even wonder, which one must experience
when entering the church is understandable.
It is understood not as a simple
enthusiasm but, on the contrary, as the fear and appreciation of something both
"terrifying" and "marvellous in its grace." The entirety of one's sensual experience
awakens both a terror and a sense of order. Hence, the beauty one sees is found to
be both terrible and harmonious. One "sees" this beauty in himself as clearly as he
sees it around him.
It is conceivable, then, that one enters into an inner cosmos when he enters the
church. He comes to a world of a rational and emotional realm of his being, united
by the sensation of the forms around him. These realms comprise a state of mind.
The term "world" is used to denote the completeness of one's experience - a state of
wonder - that one finds in himself when his whole being is engaged. In this way , the
church is said to signify a living cosmos with respect to the one who is inside it,
as well as with respect to the external forms of the domes and walls.
But the complete sense of awe has not been sufficiently explored . The rational
realm, so-called, has only been described as a "sense of order . " This is still
impressionistic, though it may be powerful. Hence, the term "cosmos" may not yet be
a convincing, or even a true, appellation for the complete engagement of one's .being.
It is fitting to describe the complete impression one has - a conflicting impression
that is nonetheless united.
The sense for order, as it has been described so far, is an awareness of the
rational order involved in the fitting together of the parts of the church. The
apparent order arises from that which lends "grace" to the fitting together of the
parts: the proportions, the symmetry, the repetition of like forms (especially the
circle and the square), the similar arrangements of windows and arches, the continuous procession of lights throughout the day and the year, and even the fine
craftsmanship that has rendered the stone smooth and full of images of "a graceful
measure."
The ratios of 1:2 and 2:3 have been described as visually recognizable patterns
that are recurrent both in the structure and in the forms.
This r epetition of
divided magnitudes is visible to everyone - not just to a few who are initiated into
the secrets of geometry. Even if these ratios do not give rise to an idea of number,
they do give rise to a notion of order.
. The notion of order, as it has been described, is not necessarily a rational
concept, though it does point to a rational principle. This principle is to be explored in greater detail. In doing so, the artists' intention must be considered.
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By exploring the rational principle at work in the cathedral, the rational state of
mind it gives rise to in the observer may be better understood.
ii.

A Mechanical View of the Work

Anthemius of Tralles and Isodorus of Miletus were the two principal designers of
the Hagia Sophia. They are both known to have been geometers. A few fragments of
Anthemius' geometry survive, and from these one proposition will be considered in
detail as a possible part of his world underlying the design of the church. Isodor~'
is regarded as the author of the so- called Fifteenth Book of Euclid's Elements.
This treatise gave the rules for the measurement of dihedral angles, and one can
imagine the usefulness of this theory in the construction of walls .
Isodorus is also said to be the teacher of his nephew , Isodorus the Younger, who
reco2~tructed the dome of the Hagia Sophia after it collapsed in an earthquake in
558.
Isodorus the Younger redesigned the dome at this time to make it higher, and
thus a greater section of a sphere than it had previously been . In this shape the
dome is much more stable; it stands today, despite numerous other earthquakes. This
larger dome enhances the overall harmony seen within the church; hence, Isodorus the
Younger must also be considered as a designer of the form of the church.
All of the designers were a part of a mechanical tradition that was especially
active in the Byzantine Empire. This was, perhaps, the most active science of the
time. Justinian, in his peculiar devotion to Christianity, closed the "pagan" academies of philosophy in Athens.
Nonetheless, a philosophic stance may have been
assumed by the mechanics.
The mechanical science developed by the Byzantines conceived a unique unity
between the real and the ideal.
For instance, the mechanical propositions to be
treated in detail here are found to depend on an understanding of space in which concrete elements and abstract notions are combined.
This space is considered to be
distinct from the space of pure thought and the physical space outside the mind. The
mechanical method that has conceived of this space has provided a means by which both
mathematical and technological developments have advanced.
It is likely, therefore, that a certain philosophical disposition both underlies
and is promoted by the mechanical tradition.* Anthemius and his fellow designers of
the Hagia Sophia have also displayed a distinctive aesthetic sensitivity and a clear
understanding of structural theory. The combination of a theoretical and practical
knowledge, as it is presented in their work, is found to establish the ground for
contemplation by the way in which it prepares the mind.
To demonstrate this mechanical method, two propositions will be examined: the
first , by Ant hemi us , is part of his treatise on "burning mirrors." The manner i n
which he sets out this problem - to construct a door or window through which the
sun's rays are to enter - is pertinent to the construction of his church.
It
provides an account of the relationship between a structure and the path of light.
The second proposition, by Archimedes, concerns the determination of the centers of
gravity of objects. The conclusions drawn by this proposition will be shown to have
an important bearing on the design of the Hagia Sophia.
The enunciation of Anthemius' proposition reads as follows:

*
It is curious to note that Proclus may have been the teacher of both Anthemius
and the elder Isodorus.
(Swift, Hagia Sophia, p. 31, attributes this to Andreossey,
Constantinople et le Bosphore, II, 115.) Proclus is known for both his mathematical
commentary (i.e. of Book I of Euclid's Elements) and his commentary of numerous
dialogues of Plato.
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It is required to cause a ray of sun t2 f all in a given position,
9
without moving, at any hour or season.
To accomplish the task he has set for himself, Anthemius first identifies the point A
as the "given position to be constantly illuminated". He then identifies the point B
to represent the position of the window through which a ray of light will enter. B
is in a line through A that is both a meridian and parallel to the horizon. That is,
the line AB lies in a line directed north-south and level with the surface of the
earth.

0
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Anthemius then determines the different positions of the rays of the sun with
respect to the north-south line which enter the window at B at all times of the year.
He considers that on the day of the equinox, the sun, traveling along the ecliptic,
crosses the equator, which is perpendicular to the meridians of the earth.
Therefore, at sunrise and sunset, an equinoctial ray will fall perpendicular to the
line AB. Throughout the rest of the year, the point on the horizon at which the sun
rises and sets is inclined to either side of the perpendicular . As the days increase
in length during the year, the sun rises at a point on the horizon further north and
reaches a maximum displacement from the perpendicular on the morning of the summer
solstice.
Similarly, as the days decrease in length, the sun rises at a point
further south and reaches a maximum from the perpendicular in thi s direction on the
morning of the winter solstice .

s

Anthemius identifies BG, "normal to AB 1130 , as an equinoctial ray, BD as a ray of
the summer solstice, and BE as a ray of the winter solstice .
The angle formed
between the winter ray and the summer ray is the greatest angle possible between the
winter and summer lights. That is, the angle on the horizon between the points at
sunrise or sunset for the winter and summer solstices is greater t han the angle
formed between the tropic points at the zenith (or between any similar points) of the
sun's paths across the sky. Anthemius can therefore account for the entire range of
possible positions of the rays of light which will fall through the window at B in a
year. He then procedes to construct a plane mirror for each of these rays of light
so that a ray entering the window will be reflected to the position A.
He selects a point Z along one ray, the winter ray BE, at s~'e distance from B
"according to the size of the reflector we desire to construct . "
The distance BZ
is the distance the ray , once it has entered the window at B, will shine before i t i s
reflected towards A. The position of the reflector to be constructed is also de termined by the position of the ray ZA which will be reflected from it. Given the
position of the ray entering the window and the position of the ray to be reflected,
the reflector is inclined at an angle so that the angle of incidence equals the angle
of reflection.* Since EZ represents the position of the ray entering the window, an~
ZA represents the position of the ray being reflected, Anthemius bisects the angle
EZA formed between these rays so that the angle EZH = the angle HZA. And, since by
vertical angles the angle EZH = the angle 0ZB, the ray BZ will strike the reflector
at an angle SZB and be reflected at an equal angle, HZA. Therefore, a reflector
lying along the line He will cause a winter ray to illuminate the position A.
Anthemius goes on to determine the necessary positions for the reflectors which
will cause a ray of the sun to illuminate A on the equinox and on the summer
solstice. By positioning each reflector in the manner just described, so that the
angle of incidence for a ray entering the window equals the angle of reflection, he
describes a rectilinear shape, OMH9. The length of the sides OM, MH, H9 are de termined by bisecting the angles formed between each position for a ray of the sun.
For example, the position of H is determined along the bisector BH, the bisector be tween the ray of the winter solstice and the equinoctial ray, at the point of intersection with ZH. And the position occupied by ZH , the bisector of angle EZA, is de termined by the selection of Z "according to the size of the reflector we desire to
construct."
Similarly, M is determined along the bisector BM between the equinoctial ray and
the ray of the winter solstice, at the point of intersection with LM, the bisector of
GLA . Howeve r, the position of LM, being extended to meet H, is dependent upon the
position of Z as well.
The rectil i near s ha pe so described wit h t he sides OM , MH, and H9 wi ll ref l ect
the t hree rays indicated here to A. In order to reflect every ray within the range
which these three rays represent, a "continuous mirror" is required to be made along
OMH9, · comprised of an indefinite number of mirrors positioned in the manner that has
been d;~onstrated .
Anthemius alludes to the "repeated bisection of the said
angles"
(the angles formed between successive rays of the sun) which implies a sort
of "method of exhaustion" to describe a rectilinear shape of an indefinite number of
sides. But he gives a more p;ractical way to accomplish this task and thereby "to
avoid the Tffort of continuous division tn constructing and putting together plane
3
mirrors."

* In a treatise entitled On the Hypotheses in Optics, Damianus claims Heron of
Alexandria, a mechanician, is reported to have demonstrated this property of light
rays .
It is probable that Anthemius, following upon a mechanical tradition, was
aware of this or a similar wo r k . (c . f . Thomas, Greek Mathematics, II, p. 497)
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He first shows that the distance of the ray entering the window added to the
distance of the reflected ray remains the same at every position indicated.
The
combined distance of the ray of incidence and the ray of reflection is therefore constant at any point along the reflective surface to be constructed. To describe the
shape of this surface he concludes, "then we stretch a string surrounding the points
A, B tightly around the first point from which the rays are to be reflected, the line
will be drawn which is part of the so3~alled ellipse, with respect to which the
surface of the mirror must be situated."
~nthemius is reported to be the first to
describe this method of drawing an ellipse. 3
Anthemius demonstrates in this work certain theoretical properties of the ellipse. He shows that the ratio between the lines from each focus to a point on the
surface of an ellipse remains constant. This result is identical with proposition 48
in Book III of Apollonius' Conics . In addition, as Huxley notes, Anthemius demonstrates his knowledge as a property of the ellipse that Apollonius did not show:

The two "parts" of knowledge are distinct in the mechanical mind, and yet what is
achieved by means of this mechanical science is a deliberate unity of the two
"parts".
For instance, in Anthemius' work, underlying the mathematical points, the foci,
are tangible objects - a position to be illuminated and a window through which light
enters. The lines joining these foci to the surfaces of the ellipse are rays of
light, and the surface itself is an indefinite series of plane mirrors. These points
and lines are not just abstract entities; they have a concrete basis in a physical
world and are associated with a particular action. And yet this physical basis does

not seem to be the end or cause for which this mathematics is set out. No r does it
seem that the geometry has been applied merely to solve a problem. Rather,it seems
that Anthemius unveils an underlying geometrical (and abstract) scheme of things.
Rays of light falling t o the earth have a geometrical orientation with respect to a
certain place and have certain properties of reflection that can be described by geometry. It might be said that Anthemius sees a world composed of distinct "parts"
that have a certain correspondence between them. His mechanical method is meant to
reveal this correspondence.
The science of geometry is an attempt to find a rational account of an object's
"being" in space.
This acc ount is not only the identification of the regular or
geometric shape of an object, or even just the identification of a principle of
action, such as the optical property Anthemius describes. The geometry precedes from
a deductive account of that object as a rational, knowable thing.
The account
Anthemius gives of the continuity of an elliptical curve demonstrates this unveiling
of the rational essence of an object. The object he describes has a regular geometric form. Yet, it is not only an object of thought; this form also serves to describe the necessary shape for a mirror that will always reflect incoming light rays
to a given place. The regularity of the curvilinear object is only recognizable as
an infinite series of straight lines. Even as an object of thought, the curvilinear
form is unintelligible without a geometrical analysis of its parts.
By this,
Anthemius has a complete knowledge of the object as a shape in thought and in phys ical reality.
The correspondence between thought and reality here rests on a correspondence
between the imaginable space of geometry and the sensible space of external objects.
In Anthemius' work, however, it is not easy to separate these realms, though they are
recognizably different parts of his knowledge. Yet it does not seem necessary to
distinguish one space from the other absolutely.
To do so would be to undo
Anthemius' work. Anthemius achieves a unity of the space imagined in the mind and
the space of an external world filled with rays of light. There is no analogy of one
found in the other. There is, however, a relation between the two that is itself the
space he conceives.
Anthemius participates equally in the space of geometrical
objects and the space of physical objects. Ideally, there is no distinction for him
in his creation of a new mechanical space.
Anthemius' proof demonstrates only one aspect of a possible complete correspondence between a theoretical and a physical world. His proof is an assessment of the
relationship between a structural form and its effect on the path of light. In the
complete correspondence, such as might be expected to establish this ideal in the
Hagia Sophia, the measurement of weight, the measurement of area, and especially the
measurement of volume would have to be accounted for in some similar way.
Most of the remaining fragments of Anthemius' work concern the construction of
various mirrors, such as the work just described. But one example demonstrates his
interest in the centers of gravity of similar cones and cylinders. This work has
been compared with Euclid XII-15 and is considered to be both "schoolmasterly" and
even of a "repetitive and didatctic manner of exposition contrasting 3't}th the precise
language of Archimedes and other Hellenistic writers of mechanics . "
Yet the idea
alone of centers of gravity is worth considering in respect to establishing a com~
plete correspondence between the theoretical and sensuous worlds.
To examine first the mathematical treatment of this subject, it is best to
examine Archimedes' method of abstracting from objects that have weight to identify
the center of gravity at a mathematical point. However, I am directed to Archimedes'
work not only on the basis of his authority and the apparent precision of his
exposition. It is likely that Anthemius was particularly interested in the works of
40
Archimedes,
and the "method of exhaustion" that Anthemius alludes to in his
proposition is probably adapted directly from Archimedes. In addition, Isodorus the
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that the straight line which joins the focus to the point of
intersection of two tangents bisects the angle between the
straight lines jo~ng the same focus to the two points of contact respectively.
That is, the lines on which the plane mirrors are situated in Anthemius' description
can be said to lie along the tangents to the curve. And the incoming rays of light
which Anthemius defines are found t o correspond to "the straight lines joining the
same focus to the points of contact."
What is especially interesting in Anthemius' work, however, is the method he employs in his demonstration. This method is best described as a mechanical method.
Mechanical has a remarkable sense for the Byzantines which is very different
fro~ the connotation it often carries when signifying a merely practical, and even
rudimentary, approach to problem solving. The Byzantine mechanics carried forward
the whole of Hellenistic science into their era and were a very knowledgable class of
scholars.
It has even been suggested that the mechanics we57 the province of the
elite scholars of this time, ranked even above the "geometers"
Their rank is worth noting here not to show their superiority over others, but
to illustrate a certain probable level of thoughtfulness among them which, I think,
is important in understanding the Byzantine ideal. And this ideal is very different
from the modern ideal.
The mechanical method embraces both a theoretical and a practical knowledge; it
combines theory and technique into one enterprise .
One mechanic, Pappus of
Alexandria (ca . 320) , describes this more explicitly:
mechanics can be
theoretical part
and physics, the
try and painting

divided into a theoretical and manual part; the
is composed of geometry, arithmetic, astronomy
manual of work in metals, architecture, carg§nand anything involving skill with the hands.

Elder is said to have revised the editions of Eutocius' comment~~ies to Archimedes'
On the Sphere and Cylinder and On the Measurement of the Circle.
Therefore, it is
probable that Archimedes' method underlies the design for the Hagia Sophia. It certainly is the foundat i on of the Byzantine mechanical method.
The concept of a center of gravity is fundamental to mechanical thought. The
center of gravity is a mathematical point identified within a geographical figure or
within a system of equilibrium between more than one figure. Yet while the center of
gravity is an abstract point, it is not disassociated from the weight of physical
matter. The center of gravity is a mechanical property which admits both the mathematical and the physical.
In his treatise On the Equilibrium of Planes, Archk~edes postulates the rules
for the behavior of weights suspended on a bar balance.
For instance, he states
that equal weights balance at equal distances on the bar (Postulate 1) . The balance
of this system is an "equilibrium" of weights with r espec t t o the dis tanc e s a t whi ch
they are suspended from a center . "Equilibrium" is then generally defined as the
balance of weights at "certain distances" from some point (Postulate 2 . ) This point
is the center of gravity of the system.
The center of gravity may be a point on a line which divides the line into separate magnitudes of length. Or it may be a point within a figure which divides it
into separate magnitudes of area radiating from this point . That is, the figure is
conceived of as an integration of lines passing through this point, and each of these
lines is divisible into separate magnitudes. Yet in the strict mechanical t reat ment ,
these magnitudes of length and area of pure geometrical forms represent magnitudes of
weight as well. Archimedes' mechanical treatment conceives of a magnitude having
both a mathematical and a physical element.
Archimedes' understanding of the correspondence between a length or area and a
magnitude of weight is useful not only to the measure of the equivalent weights, but
to the measure of equivalent areas and volumes as well. In his treatise entitled The
Method, Archimedes explains the use of this "peculiar method, by which it will be
possible ••• to investigate some of the problems in mathematics by means of
mechanics. 1143 The mathematical pr oblems treated here are the quadrature and cubature
of curvilinear figures.
Archimedes' "method" can be generally characterized in the following way: he
first either inscribes or circumscribes some figure, usually rectilinear, by another
figure that is usually curvilinear. He then establishes a ratio between the parts of
a line or section common to both figures that is divided by a t least one boundary of
the inscribed figure . Then he sets up, as a bar balance , the extension of a diameter
or an axis passing through the two figures on one end of the balance arm. And on the
other end, he places a figure equal to the magnitude of the line cut off from the
c ommon line by the inscribed fi gure. At some distance f r om t he f ulcr um de t ermi ned by
the ratio of the separate parts of the common line, the portion cut off by the
inscribed figure will balance the whole given line contained by the circumscribed
figure .
Archimedes then imagines that the two figures are each composed of an indefinite
number of lines similar to the common line that has been identified. The ratio of
this common line, as it is divided, is therefore representative of the ratio of one
figure to another. That is, a system comprised of the sum of all the lines common to
both figures, the whole of these lines being representative of the circumscrib ing
figure, will balance, at a known distance from the fulcrum, a sum of all the lines
composing the inscribed figure. Therefore, within this system the curvilinear figure
can be found equal to the rectilinear figure at a determinable distance from the ful crum. And one can expect that in general it is true that areas composed of lines, or
even that volumes composed of areas rotated around an axis, might be determined to be
proportional to one another in the same ratio as the distances at which they balance.
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Two important,. conditions characterize this method:
the first is the way in
which figures are balanced in a system about a center of gravity at a distance de termined by the rat i o of a line common to both figures. The second is the manner in
which figures ar e considered as a sum of an indefinite series of lines , similar to
the common line.
To demons.t r a t e the "method" more clearly, I will paraphrase and explain in
detail Proposition 6 of The Method.
In addition to showing the use of this
mechanical method in the measurement of weights and volumes, the c?nclusi~ns
presented in the proposition lead to an interesting anal~sis of th~ Hagia Sophia.
Several points are compelling about this proposition.
First' Archimed~s presents
here a mechanical treatment of hemispheres which are found to be contained by the
domes and half domes of the church. Also, this treatment concerns the center~ of
three - dimensional figures .
Similar centers of gravity are found to b~ sensi~ly
indicated in the Great Church. And finally, the peculiar use of the imaginati~n
Archimedes depends on in the course of this demonstration may be helpful in
conceptualizing the intended design of a work of architecture composed of space and
This imagination conceives o'f a system of equilibrium between volumes
1 . ht
c~!po~ed of an abstract, mechanical space that.seems to ~e endowed with properties of
weight and yet is free of the solidity of physical materials.
The enunciation to Proposition 6 states:
The center of gravity of any hemisphere (is on the straight line
which) is its axis, and divides the said straight line in such a
way that the portion of it adjacent to the surface of the hem!4
sphere has to the remaining portion the ratio which 5 has to 3 .
To find the tenter of gravity of the hemisphere ,
Archimedes begins by cutting a sphere through its center so
that the plane of the great circle, ADCB, is found. Then he
constructs the perpendicular diameters AC and BD.
In the
sphere, another plane is identified which contains the great
circle with the diameter BD that is perpendicular to the
plane of ADCB.
On the plane of ADCB, he constructs the chords AB and
AD. Using these chords as generators fixed at the vertex A,
he describes a cone within the hemisphere BAD. The base of
this cone is the great circle with t he diameter BD
perpendicular to ADCB.
Next, the diameter AC of the c irc l e ADCB is extended t o
H so that the extension HA is equal to the diameter AC. The
whole line HC is the bar of a balance, and its midpoint, A,
is the fulcrum point .
On the plane ADCB, Archimedes draws any line, OP, pare
allel to the diameter BD.
OP is contained by the semicircle BAD , but it is cut by the sides AB and AD at Q and R. The line, OP'. is
therefore common to t he cir cums cr ibing figure, the semi- cir cle BAD, and the inscri~ed
figure, the triangle ABD .
One expects that a proportionate magnitude at H will
balance the remaini ng magnitudes on OP.
The necessary proportion is, however,
d r ·i ed as a function of an a r ea and not of just a one- dimensional magnitude.
e vA circle with diame ter OP is found parallel to the circle with diameter _BD and
perpendicular to the axis AG . The plane of this circle is common to the hemisphere
BAD and to the cone ABD . The r efore , within the plane OP , parallel to the plane BD,
there are concentric circles about the center E. One, with diameter OP, describes a
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The triangle ABD is a representative section of the cone, and it is an isoceles
triangle whose base is equal to twice its height.
Therefore, the perpendicular
bisectors of its sides bisect the angles AGB and AGD. These bisectors are drawn as
GX and GY. So, the four triangles within the great triangle ABD are all equal to one
another. The triangle AXG and AYG, together where they are, form the square AXGY.
The center of gravity of this square is at the midpoint of its diagonals, at the
point p (I, 10 Equilibrium of Planes).

The centers of gravity of the triangle GXB lie on the lines which bisect the
angle GXB and the angle GYD, respectively (I, 13 Equilibrium of Planes). And these
centers of gravity act upon BD as the bar of a balance at K and L, the midpoints of
BG and GD. Therefore, the equal triangles, GXB and GYD, balance each other where
they are about the midpoint of KL at the point G.
Yet another system can be imagined that balances the square at one end and the
two triangles at the other end. For, since AXGY is equal to the two triangles, these
figures will balance each other at equal distances from the midpoint of GS. This
point, V, equal to ~ AG, is the center of gravity of the entire system, the triangle
ABD. And when the triangle is rotated about the axis AG, to describe the cone ABD,
by symmetry the center of gravity must remain at the same point.
Once the center of gravity of the cone is determined, the portion of the cone,
M, that balances the cone alone, can be determined. That is, since AV=3/4 AG, then
HA:3 / 4 AG just as the cone:M. And since AG=l / 2AC, and 3/ 4(!) =3 / 8, then 3/ 4 AG = 3/8
AC. Hence, M=3 / 8 of the cone and N=S / 8 of the cone.
It remains to find the ratio of the hemisphere to the cone. This ratio is cited
by Heath as given earlier in the treatise in Proposition 2. The same result can,
however, be understood by using a slightly different application of the system that
is used in Proposition 6.
Because the angle AOC is right, AO:AE::AC:AO. Th~s,
2
compounded with AC:AO, gives the ~opoztion ~:AE::AC :AO.
And, as shown above, becam~e AO =9E z+ QE and because
AC=BD,
therefore AC:AE::AC:
(OE +QE ).
Consequently,
AC :AE:: the circle with diameter = 2BD: the circle OP plus
the circle QR. And also, in the manner described above, the
H
cylinder with a radius BD, with its base centered along BD,
will balance a figure equal to both the hemisphere and the
cone with its center of gravity placed at H.
The center of gravity of this cylinder will then be at
the midpoint of the axis AG (I, 10 Equilibrium of Planes).
If it is imagined that this center of gravity is moved to G,
A
at twice its distance from A, then half of the cylinder will
balance the cone and the hemisphere at H. A new cylinder,
equal to ! of the other cylinder, would equal 1/ 3 of the
cone ABD (Euclid XII, 10). So, the portion of the figure at
H equal to the cone will balance 1/3 of the cylinder with
D
its center of gravity at G. And the hemisphere will balance
2 / 3 of the cone.
Therefore, the hemisphere is equal to
twice the cone.
In the original system of Proposition 6, if the
hemisphere is twice as great as the cone, and if N, the
portion of the figure at H that balances only the
hemisphere, is equal to 5 / 8 of the cone, then 2: 5 / 8
::HA:AW, where Wis the center of gravity of the hemisphere
at some point along AG. And since HA=2AG, therefore AW =
5 / 8AG and WG = 3/ 8 AG.
Thus, the center of gravity of the hemisphere is determined to be at a point
that divides the radius AG in the ratio 5:3.
The details of this proposition provide a thorough demonstration of the use of
Archimedes' "peculiar method" to measure volumes and areas relative to one another in
a system of equilibrium. This method relies on a theoretical concept of the center
of gravity that has direct relevance to the material world.
By means of this
concept, he builds a system of equilibrium in thought with which to "weigh"
ge ometrical forms.
Not only can the center of gravity of an incommensurable
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latitude of the hemisphere, and another, with diameter QR, cuts the cone. Hence, to
describe the magnitudes to be balanced at H, the distances on the bar balance from A
must be related to the circles OP and QR.
If, in the semi-circle ABC, the chords AO and OC are joined, the angle AOC is
right (Euclid III, 31). So, AC2A0:2AO:AE. This proportion, compounded with AO:AE,
gives the p2opo2tio2" AC :AE: :AO :AE • And, because the triangle AOE is a right
triangle, AO =OE +AE (Euclid I, 47). Further, since the tria~le f:GB, an ~soceles
triangle, is similar to the triangle AEQ, AE=QE. ~herzfore~ (OE +AE ) and QE can be
substituted into the proportion so that AC:AE::(OE +AE ):QE •
OE and QE are radii of the circles with diameters OP and QR, respectively. And,
since circles are to one another as the squares of their radii, the circle OP plus
the circle QR are to the circle QR as HA:AE.
By establishing this proportion, the first condition of the method has been set
out. That is, the ratio of a line contained by a circumscribing figure and an inscribed figure has been found equal to a ratio of distances from a fulcrum point on a
bar balance. It can be concluded at this point that the plane circle with diameter
QR, with its center at H, will balance about A the two circles with diameters OP and
QR, with their centers at E.
The remainder of Archimedes' original proof is lost, but Heath, in his translation of The Method, supplies a conclusion that I think is faithful to the style
Archimedes employs throughout his treatise.
Heath begins by fulfilling the second-most important conclusion of the "method".
That is, the hemisphere is conceived of as the sum of an indefinite series of plane
circles .ffrallel to OP. Heath refers to these planes as "indefinitely thin plane
laminae" , which speaks well to the manner in which they might be imagined to fill
the volume of the hemisphere. Similarly, the cone within the hemisphere is conceived
of as the sum of an indefinite series of plane circles similar to the circle QR. The
relation of each plane to the distances on the bar then apply to the entire volume.
"Hence", Heath concludes, "the hemisphere BAD and the cone ABD, in the places
whe~g they are, balance about A (a figure) equal to ABD with its center of gravity at
H."

The figure equal to the cone ABD is then divided into two portions. Since both
portions together balance the hemisphere and the cone together, one portion of the
figure, M, is responsible for balancing only the cone. The other portion of the
figure, N, is responsible for balancing the hemisphere alone.
Heath places the center of gravity of the cone, at a point V on the axis AG so
that AG=4GV. His reason for doing this is not immediately clear. A short analysis
of the cone ABD, however, will reveal the sense of this statement.
A
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iii.
curvilinear form be established in this way, but its relative volume can also be
determined.*
In the course of defining this system -- the hemisphere and the cone "in the
places where they are" -- are found to be in the same place. That is, they are both
centered on the great circle of the sphere with diameter BD. The cone and the hemisphere must be imagined to have properties of weight so that they balance in the system.
But at the same time, they must be imagined to have no substantial volume, so
t .hat they occupy the same place.
It can be said that the concept of weight is
abstracted from material substance and given as a property of pure geometric figures.
These figures are, then, forms composed of an inner concept of space. However, there
is no free commerce between the concrete and abstract aspects of these forms; as
they are, these forms cannot be applied to a purely physical or a purely theoretical
world.
As they are, these forms are conceived in a mechanical space or, rather,
composed of a mechanical substance that exists between physical and theoretical
worlds.
Archimedes cle-fms that his method gives a "sort of indication that the · conclus~on~s a~e) true."
In ~he Method ~ e calls a proposition a4E "investigation", and he
distinguishes between this and an 1 actual demonstration".
For every conclusion
reached in The Method, Archimedes does offer an "actual demonstration", though most
of these are found in his other treatises.
For example, the conclusion to
Proposition 6 is demonstrated in proposition 38 of On the Sphere and the Cylinder.
In the "actual demonstrations", Archimedes often makes use of a system of equilibrium. But the primary difference between these and his "investigations" seems to
lie in the manner in which the figures are conceived of as a sum of an indefinite
series of magnitudes.
Instead of simply imagining this to be so, he offers a more
rigorous deduction of each series.
In the demonstrations, he formally leads to the
possibility of the "nth", or infinitesimal, magnitude in each series.
This method
won Archimedes fame as a precursor to the modern calculus.
But, just as the conclusions to the propositions in The Method can be made
"apodeictic" in some sense (though not without a great deal of effort) and,
therefore, purely mathematical, one can imagine that the conclusions might be
demonstrated in a purely physical way.
Such a demonstration would reveal to the
senses the truth of a mechanical principle. This sensuous kind of demonstration, it
is . claimed here, was achieved by the designers of the Hagia Sophia.
But while this
demonstration may be found to lead to a mathematical conclusion, it is more probable
that the intended conclusion has a more universal aspect.

*

Using the value TI to calculate the volumes of the cone and the cylinder, the
relative volumes of the hemispheres and the cone, at the distances given, can be
2
verified. With a radius = 8, the volume of the cone
1T r h = 536 .165
and the volume of the hemisphere
M = 3 cone

8

201.062 and N

=

= ~nr 3 =
3

5 cone

8

=

3
1072.287

335.103

And since N balances the volume of the hemsiphere at H, the volume of N at the
distance HA = the volume of the hemisphere at the distance AW.
That is, N(16) =
5361.648 and Vh(5) = 5361.434.
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A Final View of the Work

The designers of the Hagia Sophia worked to create a harmony. The harmony they
sought is a unity of opposing forms of the circle and the square.
The curvilinear
forms are not set equal to the rectilinear forms in the church; they retain distinct
identities in volume and in shape. But these forms are united in a balanced system.

Cross-Section (north-south axis)
If the interior volumes of the church are viewed as a system in equilibrium, the
forms are entertained in the mind as they appear. No symbolic meaning needs to be
imposed to conceive of a notion of harmony. One sees a balanced system of cubes and
hemispheres.
The upper region of the church contains the curvilinear forms of the half domes
and the dome.
In section, these are seen as three hemispheres.
Their centers of
gravity, marked by A, B, and C, represent three forms of equal size and therefore of
equal "weight". Therefore, as a system, these hemispheres balance at the center of
gravity of the triangle ABC, which is .t he point D.
The triangle formed between the centers of gravity of the equal hemispheres is
in equilibrium with the cube described in the lower regions of the church. This cube
is defined by the square marked out on the floor of the church by the four piers that
support the dome and by the height from which the great arches begin to rise to meet
the dome. This cube is approximately ! greater than the volume of the half domes.*

*

radius of the domes = 53 feet.
width of the nave = 107 feet.
volume of the hemispheres = 3.

3

2

4 n r

3

3

volume of the cube = w = 12,25043
ratio of Vh : Ve is approximately 3:4.
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935419.5 cubic feet

The arm of the balance can be imagined from the center of gravity of the cube (at the
level marking the division between the aisles and the galleries) to the center of
gravity of the system of the hemispheres. The center of gravity of the entire system
would be * of the distance from the center of gravity of the cube.
All the centers of ·gravity defined here lie in empty space, but they are visibly
indicated by the structure. That is, the center of gravity of the interior cube is
at the level at which the railing marking the division between the aisles and
galleries runs along the entire perimeter of the nave. The center of gravity of the
entire system lies within the space defined by the lower and upper limits of the
galleries. Though a precise point is not identifiable, it is nonetheless sensible as
a region of balance clearly defined by the limits of the upper and lower regions of
space. The center of gravity of the hemisphere within the dome is indicated by the
height of the corona of windows and of the hemispheres partially contained by the
half domes at the level at which the quarter spheres of the apse and niches intersect
the half domes . This level is also indicated along the north and south walls by the
height of the lowest row of windows beneath the great arches. The center of gravity
of the system of hemispheres is indicated by the window at the summit of the
half- circle of windows on the north and south walls, and by the windows piercing the
surface of the half domes to the east and west.
If, as these indications seem to suggest, the interior volume of the church is
recognized as a system in· equilibrium, the forms may seem to be composed of a space
that is directly related to the forms of thought. In thought, the forms of a system
of equilibrium are conceived in a mechanical space that lies between the purely
theoretical and purely technical realms of the mechanic's world.
This mechanical
space has even been considered as a substance of which these forms are composed in
thought. Hence, the actual space and light that compose the forms of the church are
similar to the space of mechanical thought. Considered in this way, the forms of the
church, as they are sensuously represented, are doorways into a realm of pure
thought.
As the mechanical concepts of the center of gravity have both a theoretical and
a physical representation, the centers of gravity of the church have both a
structural and an aesthetic significance .
Structurally, the level of the center of gravity of the hemispherical shells is
important.
In the shell of the hemisphere there are both horizontal and vertical
forces acting to move domes of such incredible weight. If these hemispheres were to
move as a whole, they would move from their centers of gravity. The vertical forces
of the three domes are transferred to the great arches and onto the four piers inside
the church . The horizontal forces are , for the most part , transferred to the half
domes and then to the arches of the niches. The horizontal forces on the strictly
vertical north and south walls, however, are concentrated at a level near the center
of gravity of the interior hemispheres. The center of gravity of the exterior shell
of the domes is slightly higher than the interior volume.
To support the forces concentrated at this higher level, arches have been built
to span the diagonal from the four exterior piers to meet the faces of the north and
south walls at this level.
(See points r. ands. indicted on the cross-section of
the east-west axis, above.)
Also, the dome has been reinf creed by a series of
exterior buttresses that reach to the l evel of its center of gravity. This has been
done both to allow the shell to be pierced by the corona of windows (though the
arches of these windows also support a great deal of this weight) and to support the
dome at the level where the horizontal forces are the greatest. This level is also
slightly higher than the level of the center of gravity of the interior volume . (See
the points m. and n. indicted on the cross -s ection of the north-south axis, above.)
The aesthetic sense one is to gain from the forms depends only on the interior
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volumes and not upon the exterior shell. Since the centers of gravity of the interior forms are indicated inside the church independently from the structural centers of
gravity, it is likely that the designers intended to accentuate the effect of space
and light.
Inside, the centers of gravity are marked by that which is the complete antithesis of weight. That is, on the north and south walls and within the dome, the center
of gravity of each hemisphere and of the system of hemispheres is marked by a region
of light. In the half dome in the east, this level is marked by the opening of space
into the quarter sphere of the apse.
The effect, therefore, is a one of pure
weightlessness, since the level where the most weight would be expected is
transformed into light or into a greater volume.
The recognition of the center of gravity prepares the mind for holding the notion of a harmony between opposing ideas, though one may not b e conscious of the
center of gravity explicitly.
Procopius' impression that the half domes "seem
somehow to float in the air" while also imposing a "peril" might be explained by the
seeming dissolution of . the dome's center of gravity.
Similarly, this explains why
the great dome is said to be ''fitted together with incredible skill in midair and
(is) floating off from (the parts that support it)" while i t also "produces a single
and most extraordinary harmony in the work." The singleness of this harmony is most
intelligible as the center of gravity of the system from which, quite literally, one
might imagine it being "suspended from heaven." This "single and most extraordinary
harmony" is a characteristic of the whole volume of space within the church and its
special coincidence with light.
When one is aware of the "single" harmony, he is
participating in the whole expanse of form contained within those walls. As soon as
one enters the church, it seizes all of one's senses and leads his mind to wonder.
From the Imperial Doorway, in looking up to the center of gravity of the system
of domes, one sees beyond it through the windows at the base of the dome.
(See line
of vision xy indicated on the cross-section of the north-south axis, above.)
As one
moves into the center of the church, he comes under the full influence of the form of
the dome.
In the center, he can no longer see beyond the center of gravity to the
corona of windows. These windows now surround one in a full circle above one's head .
The windows in these, lying at the
To either side he is aware of the half domes.
level of the center of gravity, are now central to his vision of harmony.
Here he
can also see through the windows at the same level on the north and south faces .
The angle at which these windows can be seen from the center of the church is
about 41 degrees from the floor . This is also the latitude of the church, and so it
marks the height of the pole star and the zenith of the sun on the days of the
equinoxes. One sees through these windows the highest point in the sky to the north,
and, on the equinoxes, the brightest light to the east.
These details c ould no t be
coincidental in a church designed by Anthemius. They serve, I think, to demonstrate
the special significance of these windows.
Beyond the visual indications, it may be that one is also engaged by a haptic
sense of this single point of balance in space.
In the center of the church, one
must be aware of the space of the dome even if he is facing towards the apse or the
doorway and not looking straight up. He is aware of the balance of the forms as a
whole:
the symmetry of the brightly lit half domes and the full dome balanced above
one's head, as well as the symmetry of the shadowy aisles, both below the domes and
extending in opposite directions in the form of a great three-dimensional cross. All
of one's senses, perhaps, combine to produce this awareness.
He remembers having
just seen each of the forms individually a moment before.
He is full of wonder at
their presence for the terror is still quick in his blood.
He sees the forms
peripherally, perhaps, and the shafts of light from their windows cut across his
field of vision.
Maybe even the echoes of footsteps resound to heighten his
awareness of a great space. Full of this sense of space, one's awareness expands to
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meet the very shape of the forms balanced around him.
In meeting this space of the hemispheres, one meets paradoxes.
The space is
clear and empty, but i t is filled with shimmering light and shadows; its quiet forms
are filled with an impending terror; its scale diminishes one's being and y~t arches
protectively over one's head.
One is carried upwards by his vision to "weigh" the
forms, and, at the single points of balance, all sense of weight disappears.
One's
senses engage the mind to resolve the paradoxes of this world he is in.
The church by itself presents to a person just the barest form of thought that
emerges from the feelings characterized here by awe and terror together:
in a word,
wonder. This particular state of mind has been characterized as follows:
Whoever wonders no longer regards the whole of the external world
as something which he has become clear about ••• Wonder only occurs when man, torn free from the most immediate first connection
with nature and his own singularitl( now seeks and sees in things
9
a universal and permanent element.
One gives up not only his wordly concerns when he crosses the threshold of the
Beautiful Gate, but is compelled to give up even the simplest determinations of
things.
That is, one is not certain of the sense of weight of the domes, of his
safety, or even of his individual worth. Most importantly, he is uncertain of the
space in which he stands.
.
.
The space inside the church is not the natural space of the physical world.
It
appears as the mechanical form of space that is present to the awareness as a s~ace
between a world of objects and a world of pure thought.
The space presented is a
space of its own kind; it embraces neither one world nor the other, but provides a
space through which to enter both.
The word mechanical has an unfortunate connotation of a strictly technological
quality .
But there is no clockwork essence here.
The mechanical science of
Byzantine conception stands between the technique and handiwork of a constructed
thing - a building, a balance, or a work of art - and its abstract design - the f~nal
outcome of the thing which exists in thought prior to its creation. The mechanical
space in which the work is conceived even stan~s betwe~n the ~ct~al, ~oncrete
existence of a thing and the abstract, ideal certainty of it .
It is in this space
that the forms of the church were conceived, and it is in this space that they seem
to exist now, fashioned there by the mechanic's art from space and light.
One need not be a mechanician to recognize the forms as they are.
The forms
shimmerin g in light and shadow are, in their sensuous presentation, dual- natured.
In
. themselves they c ontain perplexities that concern their composition .
By these, one
is driven to a resolution in thought. In merely walking through the church's realms,
one is disposed to a solemnity, a quiet reflection, and serious worship of the
wholeness of things beyond even the · perplexities he sees.
So agreeably do these
forms mirro r the perplexities of the human soul, one cannot help but slip beyond ..
I do not attempt t o name the specific representation of the ideal one must find.
Procopius concluded
wheneve5 anyone enters this church to pray, ..• his mind is lifted
0
to God.
Yet the Sultan worshipped Allah here. And perhaps one may even be moved to embrace
Beauty itself within the walls of Hagia Sophia.
51
Many spectres of harmony have "paced the pillared cloisters of the mind"
, and
each has had its name. But the names of something absolute merely distract one from
the knowledge he seeks of it.
Only when actively engaged with the specific forms
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that are presented, whether to the imagination or to the senses, can one be aware of
the possibility of such an absolute. To speak of such a harmony, one must speak of
an idea that is connected to all human existence and to one's entire being if it is
to be vital to human knowledge.
The names,
removed from their specific
representation, may or may not retain their validity, instill a wonder, or lead one
to a genuine vision of "a universal, implicit and permanent element." But in the
Great Church, where one is awakened to a presence not itself absolute, but whole, it
is certain a beginning is to be made.
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